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MTM Style book description
To customers

1. This style book is entitled to use by marketing department which could offer 

2. Any option marked with    are our default options, and options with asterisk

3. If customers do not select customized options, we will do default options
4. You are only allowed to select one option under identical class setting 

5. When customer set up orders in ordering system, they only need to input 

6. You are only allowed input listed code shown in this style book, if could not find 
customzied code instead of default option

for avoiding conflict

them to selected customers

are default options

required code, please reach your direct contact for application for setting up it 
and adding into style book before use

7. This style book will be updated regularly based on business development

8. The final explanation of style book is subject to RCMTM
9. You need to use this style book before full accepting abovementions points
   2018
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C-000A C-000B

C-00AA C-00C1
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C-00C2 C-0AAA

C-OAAB C-0BAA

有纺衬

胸衬

Canvas construction

Full canvas Half canvas Medium fused Full handmade and full canvas

Half handmade and full canvas Fused Full handmade and half canvas Half handmade and half canvas



Unconstructed canvas Single chest canvas, single shoulder pad

Single chest canvas, regular shoulder pad

Full handmade, unconstructed canvas Half handmade, unconstructed canvas

Sleeve pad design

No sleeve pad

Single layer sleeve pad

System code
invalid system code

indicated pattern
Customer indicated style No
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C-0001 C-00H5 C-00H6

C-0002 C-0009C-0003 C-0004

C-0006 C-001H C-001J

C-001B

Lapel or collar

Notch lapel

Notch lapel, reverse side with notch lapel 
shape customer appointed material

Notch lapel, reverse side with peak lapel 
shape customer appointed material

Fish lapel Round peak lapel Round peak lapel,round collar

Peak lapel Semi notch lapel Semi  peak lapel TQ stand collar with button in tab Band collar ZHONGSHAN lapel

이용함
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C-001G

Notch Lapel Round Collar point Peak lapel with round collar point Diamond collar

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
appointed canvas under the shawl lapel

Round notch lapel,round collar
Round notch lapel

Sport collar A (Notch lapel with left square tab)

Lapel styles:Sport collar B
(Notch lapel with left pointed tab)

Lapel styles:Sport collar C 
(Notch lapel with left T shape tab)

Sport collar D (Notch lapel with left loop)

Sport collar F (Notch lapel with left round tab)

Sport collar G 
(Notch lapel with left removable pointed tab)
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C-0693 C-0687 C-0688

C-0689 C-0690 C-0692

C-0691 C-0694 C-00H7

C-0699
C-00J1 C-00H9

Notch lapel with left & right removable tab
Sport collar J (Notch lapel with 
left removable round tab)

Notch lapel with left pointed tab Shaw lapel end with satin Notch lapel with contrast satin in middle

Notch lapel high gorge peak lapel middle with satin peak lapel with splice in the middle
Customer appointed lapel or collar:
customer appoint fabric for the removable
 shawl lapel on a notch lapel---

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
the gorge joint and collar surface of
 shawl lapel using customer appointed fabric

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
appointed canvas under the peak lapel

Notch lapel, attach indicated upper 
layer fabric, fixed by hand
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C-0696 C-0697C-0698

C-069J C-0005 C-001U

C-001Q C-0028 C-00F2

C-00F3 C-00F5 C-00F8

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
peak lapel middle joint, external 
joint-customer appointed material

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
notch lapel middle joint, internal 
joint-customer appointed material

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
peak lapel middle joint, internal 
joint-customer appointed material

V shape with no collar(no collar band/no lapel)

Notch lapel with lower circular

“arc underpart” shawl lapel

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
Notch Lapel with left customer pointed
folded square tab(sewing button)

Shawl lapel Duck mouth lapel “knife shape” shawl lapel Shawl lapel with diagonal segmentation, 
outside part with satin matching Diomand bottom shawl lapel
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C-00F6 C-00F9 C-00FC

C-00FD C-00FG C-00H4

C-00HA C-00HJ C-00HN

C-00HR C-00HS C-00HY

diamond shawl lapel with 1cm
same shape stain shawl lapel

Square bottom shawl lapel V style band collar the removable satin on a peak lapel

V shape stand collar with 
square point(with collar band)

Notch lapel, attahced a poicep of satin
 lapel on the face of original lapel

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
“Arc underpart” shawl lapel, left gorge contrast,
only lower gorge use customer ppointed material

PK lapel ER shawl collar KANG collar style Customer appointed lapel or collar:
Peak lapel, upper lapel with shawl 
lapel shape appointed material

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
V shape with no collar(no collar band/no
 lapel),front and back collar 3cm width 
contrast use customer appointed material



C-00J4 C-00J7

C-00J9 C-00JA C-00JB

C-00J8 C-00JD C-00JE C-00JC

C-00JF C-00JK C-00JL
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Customer appointed lapel or collar:
Shawl lapel gorge "V" shape contrast, 
lower contrast lapel use customer appointed fabric

Shawl lapel, split area use peak lapel style

Half peak lapel, arc shape split

Half peak lapelwith lower 
gorge and round lapel coner

Point lapel coner,left and right 
coner take in 1cm with I shape knot

E peak lapel

Number 1 peak lapel
Lower split peak lapel

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
Shawl lapel gorge contrastÿonly lower
 gorge use customer appointed material

Half-peak lapel(Lower gorge) Peak lapel,stitch a piece shawl lapel on it. Shawl lapel gorge contrast
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C-00JM C-00JR C-00JN

C-00L3C-01J1 C-00L1

C-00JT C-069K C-069L

C-069N C-069R C-069T

Lapel styles:Contrast 1.0cm 
satin on shawl lapel corner

Number 1 shawl lapel Little half peak lapel Peak lapel covered with shawl 
collar in indicated material--

notch lapel with splice in the middle
Customer appointed lapel or collar:
Joint in peak lapel and inner fabric
customer appointed-

V shape round point band collar V shape square point band collar V shape band collar

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
The normal notch lapel covered by the 
removable shawl lapel,the shawl lapel fabrics appointed-

Lapel styles:Fish mouth lapel, using
 contrast fabric in the middle of lapel

Lapel styles:Notch lapel, attached
a picep of shawl lapel on it.
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C-069U C-069Z C-090A

C-090D C-090E C-090M

C-090N C-090R C-090P

C-090S C-090Y C-090Z

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
Notch lapel,upper lapel with shawl 
lapel shape customer appointed material

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
Notch lapel middle joint, outside 
joint-customer appointed material

A shawl lapel Notch lapel,can fold the collar up

peak lapel, lapel align at collar point
Notch lapel with P1 collar

Big shawl lapel
E shawl lapel Peak lapel,can fold the collar up

Customer appointed lapel or collar:
Notch lapel,appointed canvas under 
the shawl lapel,only the lapel of 
notch lapel use customer

swallow tail notch lapel swallow tail peak lapel



01AH
Stand collar(no collar stand,
no buttonhole,no button)

Peak lapel, lapel head with peak 
lapel type specified material 
(shape consistent with the 
original lapel, hand post fixed)-

06GC

07G7

Peak lapel. Front part of collar 
end should be made neatly and overlap 
with lapel. At gorge of collar end, there 
is a 2.3cm long exposure which needs to be 
blind-stitched manually. 

07GD

pointed collar end and notch lapel

Right lapel with 3 buttonholes 
( no left lapel buttonholes ) 

09GN



square collar tab(Sport collar A)

09AZ

0A2J

0A2N

08GW
Lapel styles:Notch lapel with left and right Notch lapel ( arc shaped outer edge, 

from lapel point to break point )

Shawl lapel with V-shaped 
jointed gorge line.

Shawl lapel is split in slant gorge 
line part ( opposite to under collar felt 
direction ) , 1.0cm wide joint piece along 
outer edge of lapel below gorge line, the 
inner piece using appointed material - 
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C-09A1 C-090T C-09A3

C-09A5 C-09AH C-09AP

C-0A25

Wider collar notch lapel with
flat lapel cornerface notch lapel flat lapel small corner

notch lapel with

Notch lapel adding
shawl lapel style

Big arc peak lapel Notch lapel straight outseam

Shawl lapel with V contcrast
contrast fabric appointed-

C-0007

Closed collar

C-001B

TQ stand collar with button in tab

C-00FJ

C-00K2

Notch lapel, upper lapel with notch lapel 

shape appointed fabric(1cm from edge, hand fix)-

001B001B

shawl lapel

07F6
Small half peak lapel with shawl 
lapel on top ( peak lapel should 
be exposed, detachable, matching 
the left lapel buttonhole’s position, 
a round head horizontal buttonhole should 
be made to the break point of the detachable 
lapel, this buttonhole position should match 
front buttonholes ), shawl lapel material customer 
appointed - 
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C-0531 C-0533 C-0534

C-0535

Standard small round corner Square corner round lapel corner
square collar corner

point lapel corner

Lapel/collar corner

0163

double lapel buttonholes for left shawl lapel
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C-00G1 C-00G2 C-00F1

Lapel dart

One lape dart Two lape dart

Lapel/collar style

Stripe connect



C-0541
C-0542 C-0543

C-0544 C-0545 C-0546
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C-0549C-0550 C-055G

C-055P C-054VC-053M

Lapel buttonhole position

one left one right one left and one right

no lapel buttonhole 2 left 2 right

3 left 4 left
3 left and 2 right

Shawl lapel
one left

Shawl lapel
one left and one right 2 left and 1 right
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C-054Z C-005ZC-054Y

C-055L

Lapel buttonhole position

2 left 
3cm distance 3 left and 1 right

3 left with big distance
buttonhole same as

front buttonhole

2 left and 2 right

C-0560 lapel buttonhole 1.8cm
C-056T lapel buttonhole 2.5cm
C-056Y lapel buttonhole 3cm

Lapel buttonhole size

Lapel adjustment

C-00E1 Lapel add 1cm
C-00E2 Lapel add 2cm
C-00E5 Lapel add 3cm
C-00E6 Lapel add 4cm
C-00E7 Lapel add 6cm
C-00E3 Lapel minus 1cm
C-00E4 Lapel minus 2cm
C-00E8 Lapel minus 4cm
C-00E0 Lapel minus 3cm

Right lapel buttonhole
(shawl collar or diamond collar)

Right lapel 4 buttonhole 3 lapel buttonhole on right lapel
ÿwithout left lapel buttonholeÿ
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C-055K C-0551 C-0552

C-0553

 

C-0554 C-0556 C-0557

C-055B
C-055B C-056Z

C-056V

Lapel buttonhole style

Real straight with 0.5cm buttonhole
Normal straight buttonhole

Normal round buttonhole

Real straight Real round Real straight buttonhole
buttonholebuttonhole hand stitching fixed

Real round buttonhole

hand stitching fixed

double besom lapel buttonholes
customer appointed fabric-

double besom lapel buttonholes
customer appointed fabric-

more than 2 buttonhole use

Real straight with
0.7cm buttonhole

Normal round buttonhole
Only real round hole
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C-055C

C-0555 C-0559

Lapel buttonhole color

C-05A1 lapel buttonhole color match fabric
C-05A3 lapel buttonhole color appointed-
C-04A2 only left lapel buttonhole color match fabric-

C-04A1 first lapel buttonhole color appointed-
C-04A5 second lapel buttonhole color appointed-
C-04B1 third lapel buttonhole color appointed-

C-04B5 forth lapel buttonhole color appointed-

Lapel flower buttonhole

with normal flower buttonhole flower buttonhole color appointed-

Lapel hand stitching fixed

Lapel hand stitching fixed



C-0652
C-065R

C-065T

C-065Q
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C-065X

C-0620

C-055A         C-005Z

C-06ZF C-09JA

Collar tab fabric

collar tab fabric appointed-

collar tab fabric appointed(use wrong side)-

Collar tab thread

collar tab thread appointed

Collar fabric slant

Collar outside(Gambrelle fabric) 45 degree diagonal cut

Lapel button

3 left with big distance
buttonhole same as

front buttonhole

sewing button behind right lapel
in consistent with left lapel buttonhole

Lapel fabric

satin lapel 1.0cm satin edge on lapel Lapel fabric appointed-

1.2cm satin edge on lapel lapel outer seam joint
1cm body fabric,customer
specify the fabric 
for inner joint--

0.3cm piping joined
on front ,lapel and 
lapel edge,customer 
appoint fabric for piping-

C-07G5 Collar tab buttonhole thread:No lapel buttonhole, 
but make buttonhole on the collar tab



07G9 07G9
1cm edge and innermost part 
use contrast fabric , fabric 
customer appointed -- , the middle 
2cm wide part use satin fabric.  

1cm edge and innermost part use 
contrast fabric , fabric customer 
appointed -- , the middle 2cm wide 
part use body fabric.  
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C-09V2 C-09VLC-065H

C-09VN C-09VQ
C-00J3

C-09JN

only right lapel
use the customer 
appointed fabric-

Lapel edge with 
satin piping

from lapel point to the 2/3
length of the lapelÿ
4cm customer appoint fabric-

lapel 45 degree 
slant cutting

only left lapel edge 1cm 
position using 5cm customer
appoint fabric-

left lapel end and 
below 3cm lapel 
point with ribbonÿ
fold in the seam of the edge-

band collar:George and front end 
with customer appoint 1cm edge fabric-

C-09J0 Front, lapel edge, lapel ends with satin piping
C-09JF collarÿfront with fabric pipping,customer appoint materials-
C-09JZ Gorgeÿlapel point and lapel edge 1.2cm contrast stain
C-09JA 0.3cm piping joined on front ,lapel and lapel edge

customer appoint fabric for piping-
C-066E Piping on joint in peak lapel, piping use lining customer appointed-
C-026G Lapel edge 1.0cm , the edge slanted cutting
C-026B Customer appionted contrast fabric 1.2cm width

with slant cutting on lapel and front-
C-066P customer appoint the 1.2cm body fabric on outside edge of the lapel, 

appoint inside fabric of the lapel
C-09JL lapel use back of fabric
C-09QL Georgeÿlapel pointÿlapel endÿfront end and bottom using 1cm 

customer appoint fabric from right lapel point to right bottom
C-026C Lapel and front piped with 1.0cm customer appointed fabric-
C-09VH :lapel and lapel edgeÿfront piped with 1cm customer appointed fabric-
C-09QK :from Front&back collar opening and front to the side panel seam 

1.2cm splice, 1.2cm splice use reverse side of customer appointed material
C-090C lapel and front end(round bottom with edgeÿ straight bottom without 

edge)with customer appoint fabric from right lapel point to right bottom(3.0)-
C-090H lapel and front end with customer appoint fabric from right lapel 

point to right bottom(3.0)
C-090J lapel end with customer appoint fabric from right lapel 

point to right bottom(3.0)-
C-09JP George lapel and front end with connection width(1.0)-
C-09JH :(band collar)collar band and front end with customer appoint fabric from 

right lapel point to right bottom(1.0)-
C-06JC customer specify the lapel using eblow patch--
C-08GY Lapel styles:North lapel with left and right square collar tab(Sport collar A)
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C-0651 C-066B C-065P

C-065S C-065Z C-09V1

C-09J7 C-065V C-066Y

Collar fabric

satin collar Collar outside (inside track) 
splice appointed 1.cm-

collar top satin 
connection width(1.0)

Collar satin edge 1.2cm Collar satin edge 2cm 1.2cm appoint fabric 
joint on outside of collar-

1.0cm appoint fabric 
joint on outside of collar-

outside collor 
fabric-customer appointed

outside collor 
fabric-customer appointed-

C-026A Lapel and front piped with 1.2cm customer appointed fabric-
C-09VZ 1cm joint on outside of lapel
C-097E (stand collar)front seam(not including collar band)press 0.3cm binding 

with rope,customer specify the binding fabric-
C-065U 1.0cm satin on lapel and jacket front edge

C-066Q lapel fabric using the contrary customer chosen fabric-
C-09J2 lapel edge piped with 1.2cm customer appointed fabric-
C-065G lapel and front piped with 1cm customer appointed fabric-

C-0269 lapel and front piped with 1.2cm customer appointed fabric-
C-09VR :lapel end with customer appoint fabric from right lapel 

point to right bottom (1.0)-
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C-0672

-

C-0671

 

C-0673

Collar felt

Collar felt match fabric collar felt Split up and down,
the up collar felt appoint by customer- fabric collar felt

collar felt customer appointed- fabric collar felt,use wrong 
side of appointed fabric-

C-0674 collar felt fabric appointed-

C-0X0K

-

collar use body fabric

C-09JK collar use back side of fabric
C-09JM collar use back side of appointed fabric-
C-09VJ Collar piped with 1cm customer appointed fabric-
C-066Z Collar outside(collar point) cliping satin piping
C-066C 0.3cm piping joined on collar(collar point)

customer appoint fabric for piping-
C-066D Piping on collar edge, piping use lining customer appointed-
C-066M 2.0cm appoint fabric joint on outside of collar-
C-06CB top collar fabric using the elbow pad fabric appointed by customer-
C-067W 1cm joint on outside of collar
C-06PC Collar outside(inside track) 1cm contrast farbic-

Collar fabric:Divide in center of 
the collar leaf, left collar leaf 
fabric customer appointedÿstripe 
and plaid fabrics can not align 

with the main fabricÿ

07G6

small collar 
using customer 
appointed fabric - 
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C-0011

C-001Z

C-002B

C-0A12

C-0012

C-002C

C-0013

C-0014

Front button style

Single breast 1 button Single breasted two buttons, 
lapel end between 1st and 2nd button

Single breasted one button
(use two buttons version)

Single breasted two buttons

Single breasted three buttons,
Lapel roll to the middle 
of first and second buttons

Single breasted three buttons,
Lapel roll to the second button

Single breasted three buttons Single breasted 4 buttons
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C-0015

C-0016

C-0017

C-0018

C-0019

C-0020

C-0023

C-0025

Double breasted four buttons 
(two buttons fasten)

Double breasted six buttons 
(two buttons fasten)

Double breasted four buttons 
(one button fasten)

Double breasted six buttons 
(one button fasten)

Double breasted six buttons 
(three buttons fasten)

Double breasted eight buttons 
(four buttons fasten)

Single breasted five buttons Single breasted 8 buttons
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C-0026 C-0027

C

-0029

C-002D

C-002E

C-002F

C-002K

C-002S

Single breasted 6 buttons Single breasted 7 buttons

Single breast seven bottons, the lape 
turns to the third button position
(the first buttonhole is 2.5cm down 
the lapel corner with slanting locking,
the penultimate botton is 2.5 cm 
down the lower front pocket)

Single breasted four buttons,
Lapel roll to the second button

Single breasted four buttons,
Lapel roll to the middle of 
first and second buttons

Double breasted two buttons 
(one button fasten)

Double breastedÿ six buttons 
with two fastened, lapel rolled 
to the functioning button on the bottom

Double breasted ive buttons 
four buttons fasten
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C-002N

C-0A1A

C-0A1D

C-001E

C-0015

C-0A1G

C-0A1H
C-0A1J

Double breasted 8 buttons 
(3 buttons fasten)

Single breasted nine buttons
3 buttons a group

Double breasted 4 buttons 
(3 buttons fasten)

Single breasted six buttons

2 buttons a group

Double breasted six buttons 
two buttons fasten(last button no 
buttonhole, decoration buttons on left)

Double breasted 6 buttons 
(2 buttons fasten)
last button upper 2cm

Single breasted two buttons
last button lower 1cm

Single breasted 8 buttons

2 buttons a group
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C-0A1M Double breasted 6 buttons 2 fastened

             
             
   

           
           

     
            
 

           
           

           

C-0A1N

(the last button is 2cm below the besom)

            
           

           

     
     

      
      

 Double breasted 4 buttons 2 fastened 
(the last button 2cm below the besom)

            
           

           

C-0A1K

           
           

Single breast 6 buttons 
(the last button is 3cm below the besom) 

      
           

     

C-0A1E

 

           

Double breasted 6 buttons 2 fastened
(the last button is 2cm above)

C-0A1H

    
       

Single breast 2 buttons
(the last button is 1cm below the besom)

   Front button style

0031

Front button:front three buttons, 
lapel rolled to the middle of 
second and third button

Double breasted 8 buttons, 
3 buttons fasten. ( last button 
with no buttonhole, only decorative 
buttons on left and right panel )

07G8

07GC
09FS

Double breasted 8 buttons ( 3 fasten )

Double breasted 10 buttons 
with 5 ones fasten ( overlap 5.5 )
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C-0642

   

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

 
 Button Spacing

  

     

    

Button spacing 12.7cm

Customer point out button spacing-

    

  

Slant buttonhole

Front buttonhole style

lapel width

Lapel width

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
   

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
    

00Y4 9.9cm (hight gorge) 
00N7 9.8cm
00Y3 9.7cm
00Y2 9.6cm
00N6 9.5cm
00Y1 9.4cm
00Y6 9.3cm
00YC 9.2cm (high gorge) 
00NC 9.1cm
00N5 9.0cm
00N4 8.9cm
00X9 8.8cm
00NB 8.7cm (low arc) 
00N3 8.6cm
00V1 8.5cm
00X8 8.4cm
00N2 8.3cm (Default width)
00X0 8.2cm (low round) 
00X7 8.1cm
00X6 8.0cm
00N1 7.9cm
00YD 7.8cm (low arc)
00X5 7.7cm
00W9 7.6cm
00X4 7.5cm
00X3 7.4cm
00W8 7.3cm
00WC 7.2cm (low wide arc)

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  
  
    
  
  
   
    
  
  

  
    
   
  
  
  
   
   
    
     
   
   
   
      
   
    
    
      
    
    
    

     
     
     
      
     

00X2 7.1cm
00W7 7.0cm
00XA 6.6cm (low round)
00W6 6.5cm
00W5 6.4cm
00X1 6.3cm ᷍
00WA 6.1cm (A shawl lapel)
00W4 6.0cm
00WB 5.8cm (low arc)
00W3 5.7cm
00S9 5.6cm (low diamond)
00S7 5.5cm
00W2 5.3cm
00W1 5.0cm
00W0 4.9cm
00S5 4.5cm
00SF 4.2cm
00S4 4.1cm (low arc)
00YA 14.1cm (low round arc)
00Y8 14.0cm
00Y5 13.0cm
00Y9 12.7cm
00Y0 12.2cm (low wide round arc lapel) 
00Y7 12.0cm
00SD 11.5cm (straight lapel)
00S3 11.4cm
00S8 11.1cm (low round arc lapel) 
00S2 11.0cm
00S1 10.8cm
00SW 10.7cm (high gorge)
00S0 10.5cm
00N9 10.3cm
00N8 10.2cm
00NA 10.1cm (straight peak lapel) 
00N0 10.0cm
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C-0640 C-0641

  

Front buttoning style

  

 Standard buttoning

   

   Add inside pad buttons

 

 

    
    

    
  

   

C-064M

   
   

    

   
   

    

    
    

    
      

 C-00J0

Front button with opposite buttons
left&right buttonholes, the stripe is 2.0cm long

Front button with opposite
buttons left&right buttonholes, 

the stripe is 3.5cm long
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)

)

)

)

)

)

 C-00JW  
   (No front buttonhole)

C-064V 
Front buttonhole 

no buttons

    
              

           
    
           
           
           

             

              
            
     

          
        

064V Front buttonholes, no buttons
064W No buttonholes, no buttons, button&thread will be sent together with garment 
067K Every front button add mat button, the button code from top to bottom is— 
067M No front buttonhole, only sew hidden button inside, the button code is—
074Q Only left side buttonhole, front opposite buttons, the buttons are attached to the 
facing
0903 Only the first button and buttonholes, the left will be sent together with garment 
0906 Front with opposite buttons (stripe 0.8cm), add 6 decorative front buttons 090B 
Front claw ship buttonholes (only open for handmade)
090F Normal front buttons, no mat button inside
090K Normal front buttons, add 6 decorative buttons

07GH
No button or buttonhole in the 
first button button position of the front
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Placket style

         

 C-0901 

     Right placket is on the top

      
      

 

Front placket can both be left 
on the top or the right on top

C-0902

  

Front buttonhole color

   
 
  
   
   

    
    

   
  
   
  
  
   
   
    
    
   

   
      
      
     
     
     

     
     
     
     

     
     
     
   
    
     
    

     
      

       

     
      

    

   
  
   
  
  
   
    

    
    

   
   
   
   
  
  
   
   
   
   
   
  
  
  
  
   
    
 

   
   
  
   

 
   
   

 
  

   
  
   
  
  
   
    

    
    

   
   
   
   
  
  
   
   
   
   
   
  
  
  
  
   
    
 

   
   
  
   

 
   
   

 
  

   
  
   
  
  
   
    

    
   

 
   
   
   
   
  
  
   
   
   
   
   
  
  
  
  
   
    

 
   
   
  
   

 
   
   

 
  

   
  
   
  
  
   
    

    
  
  
   
   
   
   
  
  
   
   
   
   
   
  
  
  
  
   
    
 

   
   
  
   

 
   
   

 
  

068A light grey C9949
068B ivory C2740
068C silver grey C9114 
068D white-off C1172
068E yellow C1202
068F light grey C9631 
068G mid grey C9623 
068H   dark grey blue C7978 
068J   dark blue C7305
068K blue C7201
068L light blue C7279 
068M dark brown C8989 
068N mid brown C8587 
068P light brown C8501 
068Q drab C9313
068R khaki C2376
068S mid yellow C1257 
068T dark olive C5744 
068V light olive C5337 
068W mid green C5229 
068X yellow green C5345 
068Y turquoise C6935 
068Z orange C2427
069A red C3853
069B burgandy C3993 
069C dark pink C3646 
069D dark red C3966  
069E purple C4300
069F dark purple C4983 
069G blue purple C4328 
069H white C1740
06M0 the first buttonhole 
customer appointed—
06M1 match fabric (default) 
06M2 front buttonhole color 
customer appointed—
06P9 navy C7930
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C-0643 C-0644 C-0645

C-0646

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

 
Buttoning Style

              

090G-Claw shape (only for handmade, not sewn through sleeve)

 Square buttoning

ᕀ buttoning style= buttoning style Claw shape buttoning 
( only for handmade)

  

     
        

    
    
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
     
    
    
   
     

   Handmade lapel buttonhole style

     
      

    
   
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
   
     

     
      

    
   
      

     
     
     
     
     
     
      

  
    
    
   
     
    

      
    

    

     
      

    
   
      

     
     
     
     
     
     
      

  
    
    
   
     
     
      
     
      

     

     
      

    
   
      

     
     
     
     
    
     
     

   
    
    
   
     
     
      
     
      

     
     
   
    
    

          

     
      

    
   
      

    
     
     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
   
     
     
      
     
      

055Y No.1 three color arc shape lapel buttonhole 
055Z rose shape lapel buttonhole
064Q handmade lapel buttonhole
066J no handmade lapel buttonhole
08KF deer horn shape lapel buttonhole

Notice: All above handmade lapel buttonhole should refer to real pics.

00EB handmade lapel buttonhole, not sealed 
00EC handmade lapel buttonhole, the shape is 
like front buttonhole, round hole
00ED handmade straight buttonhole
0351 special handmade lapel buttonhole A 
0352 special handmade lapel buttonhole B
0353 special handmade lapel buttonhole C
0354 special handmade lapel buttonhole D
0355 special handmade lapel buttonhole E
0356 special handmade lapel buttonhole F
0357 special handmade lapel buttonhole G
0358 special handmade lapel buttonhole H
055F arc shape lapel buttonhole
055H double color lapel buttonhole
055J three color lapel buttonhole
055N flawer lapel buttonhole
055R No.1 double color lapel buttonhole
055S No.2 double color lapel buttonhole
055T No. 3 double color lapel buttonhole
055U No.1 three color lapel buttonhole
055V No. 2 three color lapel buttonhole
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C-064A

C-064B

C-0648

)

C-0649

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

Buttonhole Color

Buttonhole color match fabric 
Buttonhole color cusotmer appointed

Machine made buttonhole 
Handmade buttonhole

  

      C-064P ( Handmade front buttonhole

Buttonhole & Buttoning

Buttoning thread color

    
  
   
   
   
    
   
   
  
  
  
  

  
    
   
   
   
   
    

    
     
    

    
   
    
    
    
    
   
   
   
   
     

    

     

  
   
   
  
   
   
  
  
  
  
  
  
   
   
   
  
   
   
   
   
  
   
   
   
  

  
   
   
  
   
   
  
  
  
  
  
  
   
   
   
  
   
   
   
   
  
   
   
   
  
   
  
   
   
   
   
  
  
  
  
   

 
   

 
   
  

05Y1 burgandy C3993 
05Y2 dark pink C3646 
05Y3 dark red C3966 
05Y4 purple C4300
05Y5 dark purple C4983 
05Y6 blue purple C4328 
05Y7 white C1740
064C MATCH butttonhole 
064D customer appointed- 
064E match button
06G2 navy C7930
06G3 grey C9949
06G4 white off C2740 
06G5 silver grey C9114 
06G6 light yellow C1172 
06G7 yellow C1202
06G8 light grey C9631 
06G9 mid grey C9623 
06T1 dark grey C7978 
06T2 dark blue C7305 
06T3 blue C7201
06T4 light blue C7279 
06T5 dark brown C8989 
06T6 med brown C8587 
06T7 brown C9313
06T8 light brown C8501 
06T9 khaki C2376
06U1 mid yellow C1257 
06U2 dark olive C5744 
06U4 light olive C5337 
06U5 mid green C5229 
06U6 green C5345
06U7 turquoise C6935 
06U8 orange C2427
06U9 red C3853
08Q0 The last buttonhole 
customer appointed-
08QA front buttonhole color 
customer appointed-
09R4 the first buttonhole 
color customer appointed-
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C-0521 C-0522

)

)

)

  Chest dart

   

Normal chest dart
   

No chest dart

 

   

   
  

   

  
  

   

  
  

   
 

C-018A

No chest dart 
Division the front 
the joint contrast fabric 
custome  appointed—

 
 

 C-018B 
No chest dart 
Princess line division in the front

 

 C-0187 
     
  

No chest dart Princess linie 
from armhole to pocket

 C-0524

  
 

Chest dart from shoulder 
to pocket

   
    

   
  

 

 C-0523
Jujube pit shape 
chest dart

(armhole to bottom)
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C-052Q

)

   
Chest dart to bottom

 
 

 C-01A2 
Sew customer’s badge 
1cm above chest pocket

    

 C-01AB

Sew the badge in the 
middle of the patch pocket

   

 C-01A0
Sew the badge on the 
chest pocket position

  
 C-01A1 
Sew the badge 0.5cm 
below the chest pocket 
(in the middle of dart)

    
      

   

   

   

Sew badge on the

position of chest pocket

00G4

Add underarm dart to the front
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C-0100 C-0101 C-0102

C-0109 C-0103 C-0110

C-0111 C-0113 C-0114

C-0115 C-0150 C-0151

Breast pocket style

  

No chest pocket Normal chest pocket Arc chest pocket

Ship shape chest pocket

  

Double besom chest pocketArc shape, 1cm satin 
piping on upper side

   

Double besom with 
loop and button

  

Double besom with flap

  

Doub l e be som w i t h 
diamond flap and button

   

Double besom with zipper
   

Patch pocket

 

Patch pocket with button
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C-0121 C-0153 C-0154

C-0155 C-0159 C-0158

C-015A

)

C-0180 C-0183

C-0186
C-0116C-0188

  
 

Patch pocket with 
single pleat

  
  

Patch pocket with 
single pleat and flap

   

Patch pocket 
with flap

  
   

Patch pocket with 
single pleat and flap 
& button   

   
  

  
  
   

   
 

   

  
        

   

Patch pocket with 
s ing le p leat and 
pointed flap & button

Patch pocket with 
b o x p l e a t a n d 
pointed flap & button

  

 
 

Left div is ion 
chest pocket 
with button

 
 
 

L e f t & r i g h t 
d i v i s ion ches t 
p o c k e t w i t h 
button  

  

P a t c h p o c k e t 
small round flap

   
 

      

L e f t & r i g h t 
d i v i s ion ches t 
p o c k e t    

 
     

L e f t & r i g h t 
W shape ches t 
p o c k e t

  
   

Dou b l e b e s om 
with pointed tab 
and button
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C-0117 C-0118 C-0119

C-0156 C-0157 C-0152

C-00J2 C-011A C-011B

C-015D C-015C C-015P

 
  
 

Do u b l e b e s om 
with square tab 
and button

 
  
 

Do u b l e b e s om 
with round tab 
and button

 
 

Do u b l e b e s om 
w i t h f l a p a n d 
button     

  
 

 
  
 

Trapezo id ches t 
pocket

   

1.2cm width 
chest pocket

welt

 
 

 
 

2.0cm width width 
chest pocket

  
Le f t&r igh t 
pocket

patch

  
  

  
 

L e f t & r i g h t p a t c h 
pocket with single 
pleat and diamound 
flap & button   

  
  

Pa t c h pocket with 
s ing le p lea t and 
d i amound f l a p & 
button

   

Patch pocket 
flap and button

with

  

  
     

Normal right & left 
chest pocket

Right normal chest 
pocket, no left one
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C-0104 C-015F C-015G

C-015L C-015E C-015B

C-00J5

)

C-0106 C-010A

C-010D

)

C-011C C-011H

  

  

   
    

   
    

 

   
    

 

  
  

   
  

   
    

 

 
  

  
 

 
   

  

   
    

 

ship shape pocketPatch

  

 

         
  

   

         
  

    

T r a p e z o i d c h e s t 
pocket (2.0cm front 
width, 2.5 back width)

    

Right ship shape 
pocket, no left one

 
 

Arc shape pocket, 1cm 
piping on upper side, 
the fabric customer 
appointed—

Left&right patch pocket with 
single pleat and pointed flap 
and buttonhole&button

 
   

     
    

 
  

  
        

L e f t & r i g h t 
p a t c h p o c k e t w i t h 
b o x p l e a t a n d 
p o i n t e d f l a p w i t h 
buttonhole&button

         
      
      

        

         
      
      

        

         
      
      

        
              

   
          

   

       
    

  

L e f t & r i g h t 
p a t c h p o c k e t w i t h 
b o x p l e a t a n d 
diamound f l a p w i t h 
buttonhole&button   

Left& right patch pocket with 
double pleats and pointed 
flap with buttonhole& button

  Big arc patch pocket Left&right double 
besom pocket

  

Double besom with 
pointed flap with 
buttonhole&button

Normal slant chest pocket
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C-011J

)

C-011L

)

C-011M

)

C-011P

)

C-011Q

)

C-0120

C-0122 C-0123 C-0124

C-0125

)

C-0126 C-0127

)

   

  

  
    

Double besom pocket 
the second besom is 
4cm below, 3cm shorter 
than the above one

  
  

  
  

Left&right welt pocket, 
top stitch around

Double besom with 
opposite triangle and 
buttonhole&button

  
 

 
 

 
 

Left&right patch 
with single pleat

Left&right patch 
with double pleats

Patch pocket 
with double pleats

 
 

 

 
 

 

Double besom with 
pointed flap

Left&rigt double besom 
with pointed flap

Ship shape with 
1cm piping on 
upper side  

   

Right patch with 
double pleat

Patch with pointed 
flap and buttonhole 
&button

Patch small round 
pocket with hexegon 
pocket
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C-0129 C-012A C-012C

C-012D

)

C-015N

)

C-015L

C-015T C-015U C-015V

)

C-015W C-018F C-018G

)

   

Patch pocket with 
diamound flap and 
buttonhole&button

Patch pocket with 
diamound flap

Left&right patch 
pocket with flap

 
 

Left&right patch pocket 
with diamound flap with 
buttonhole&button  

   
 

Patch pocket with 
single pleat and 
pointed flap

  

Square patch pocket

Diamond flap pocket
 

 

  
    

   

  
   
  

Left&right patch pocket 
with pointed flap with 
buttonhole&button

Patch pocket with 
box pleat with  
diamound flap and 
buttonhole&button

 

Right patch pocket 
no left one

 

Patch pocket with 
box pleat

Patch pocket with hidden 
pleat 2cm below
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C-018J C-018K

)

C-018M

)

C-01AD C-06AE

)

Patch square three- 
diamensioned pocket

Normal Y shape 
patch pocket

Left&right double 
besom with flap 
pocket

    

Patch pocket with 1.0cm piping 
on upper side, the piping customer 
appointed—

   
  

Patch pocket with box pleat 
add sqaure flap

010E

Right arc chest pocket,
 no left chest pocket

012E

Right double besom chest pocket, 
no left chest pocket

012F

Patch single pleat chest pocket, 
pocket open splice 2.5cm

Chest Pkt style:Open-pasted three-
dimensional round corner box pleat

pleated breast bag (with edge-pasting method)
 with pointed corner bag cover and keyhole nail buckle

0165 018M
Left and right square box pleat pleated 
bag (inside hook clean, pressure 0.15cm 
bright line fixed on the big body) plus 
right Angle bag cover keyhole nail



Chest Pkt style:Left and right patch
 chest pocket without pleat, add diamond 
flap with button and buttonhole

C-012L

0161

Patch breast pocket box pleat with flap

018N
Both sides patch square breast pocket,
diamond flap with buttons

Chest Pkt style:Right trapezoid chest pocket
( front width 2cm, back width 2.5cm), 
without left chest pocketC

018N

018Q 06AP 07GP

patch pockets on left and right 
chest, with flap, button and buttonhole

Patch chest pocket with Sharp bottom 
( allowance pressed & over-locked, 1.5cm 
top stitching along opening, 0.15cm top 
stitching along other three edges and through 
the body )
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C-0310 C-0311

C-0312 C-031A

C-031B

Breast pocket fixing style:
Breast pocket hidden seal stitch

Breast pocket fixing style:

no seal stitch ÿpocket can be rolled outÿ

no seal stitch (pocket can't be rolled out)
fixed chest pocket:puff_breast_pocket,

fabirc cutomer appointed

fixed chest pocket:puff_breast_pocket

fabirc-opposite of cutomer appointed
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C-0654 C-065W

C-065M

C-0300

C-067V

Sewing chest pocket craft

breast pocket- small seal stitching

breast pocket fabric

satin chest pocket chest with 1.0cm satin on top edge

Splice breast pocket using 3 fabrics,

customer appointed the top and

Splice breast pocket using 3 fabrics,
Intermediate satin

bottom fabric
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C-065N C-067L

breast pocket,fabric cutomer appointed chest pocket use back of fabric
(inlcudingd all small fabric material

related to chest pocket)
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C-06R1

C-06R4

chest pocket besom cut by yarn direction

chest pocket seam 45 degree tapered cut patch chest pocket 45 degree

slantted cut (for strip checks fabric only)

fabric for upper seam of chest

065K 1cm edge on opening of breast pocket, customer appointed fabric-

065L chest pkt 1.2cm wide customer appoint material joint
066K Chest side seam with 1.0cm square trim,with the specified material -
066L Chest side seam with 1.3cm triangle trim,with the specified material -

the width of the breast pocket
C-06Q0 2.0cm width of the breast pocket
C-06Q1 chest pocket width 2.1cm
C-06Q2 chest pocket width 2.2cm
C-06Q3 chest pocket width 2.3cm
C-06Q4 chest pocket width 2.4cm
C-06Q5 2.5cm width of the breast pocket
C-06Q6 chest pocket width 2.6cm
C-06Q7 chest pocket width 2.7cm
C-06Q8 chest pocket width 2.8cm
C-06Q9 2.9cm width of the breast pocket

C-06R2 chest pocket width 3.5cm

C-06R3 Chest pocket width 3.2cm

C-06QF chest pocket length 8.5cm

Note:Normal chest pocket width 2cm-2.8cm

chest pocket lower

C-0918 chest pocket lower 2CM

C-09PW Chest pocket lower 3cm
C-09PY Chest pocket lower 4cm
C-09VM Chest pocket lower 5cm

lower pocket position

0917-the position of the bottom pocket raising 2.0cm
0916-the position of the bottom pocket raising 2.5cm

095P-When cut jacket length,lower pocket position and
lapel position unchanged

09PM Lower pocket position drop 1.5cm
09PT rise lower pocket(stomach dart)3.0cm

09PZ the position of the lower pocket raising by 1.0cm
09PV the position of the lower pocket raising by 5.0cm

08GT fabric for upper seam of chest:The upper edge of 
the breast pocket is exposed with 1.0 cm trigonometric 
decorative strip, and the front end is exposed with 0.5
using the specified material
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C-0200 C-02S1 C-0201

C-0238 C-0202 C-0203

C-0204 C-0205 C-0237

C-0211 C-0231 C-02M1

C-02M2 C-02M3 C-02M4

C-0232 C-0234 C-0235

Lower pockets styles

No lower pockets Welt slant pockets normal lower pockets

Normal pockets with

button&buttonhole
Normal lower pocket

and ticket pocket
Normal lower pocket and
left&right ticket pocket

Normal lower pocket

and double besom ticket

Normal lower pocket and

zipper ticket pocket
pocket

Diamond flaps pockets

Diamond flaps pockets with

button and buttonhole Double besom pockets
Double besom with
tab and button

Double besom with pointed
tab and button

Double besom with
square tab and button

Double besom with round
tab and button

double besom pocket

with ticket pocket

double besome lower pocket
with double besome ticket pocket

double besom pocket
with zip ticket pocket
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C-0239 C-0251 C-0254

C-0255 C-0261 C-02S6

C-0266 C-02A0 C-02A1

C-02A2 C-02D1C-02A3

C-02D3 C-02D4 C-02D6

C-02N1 C-02N2 C-02N3

Lower pocket with pointed flap

Lower pocket with zipper Normal double besom
 zipper lower pocket

and double besom ticket pocket

Normal double besom zipper
lower pocket and double

besom zipper ticket pocket

Welt pockets Welt pockets with flap

Welt pocket with with
left and right besom ticket
pocket(ticket pocket size
same as lower pocket)

Slant left pocket and
slant left ticket pocket
normal right patch pocket

Normal slant pocket

Normal slant pocket with
normal slant ticket pocket

Normal slant pocket with
normal slant double besom

ticket pocket

Normal slant double
besom bottom pocket

Normal slant double besom
bottom pocket with normal

slant double besom ticket pocket

Normal slant double besom
bottom pocket with normal

slant besom zipper ticket pocket

Normal slant double
besom bottom pocket with

tab and button

Normal slant double besom
bottom pocket with pointed
tab and button

Normal slant double
besom bottom pocket with
square tab and button

Normal slant double
besom bottom pocket with
tab and button
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C-02N4 C-02N5 C-02F1

C-02F4 C-02G1 C-02B1

C-02B2 C-02B3 C-02B6

C-02B0 C-02B7 C-02B8

C-02B9 C-02G6 C-02G7

C-02C1 C-02C2C-02G8

Normal slant double
besom bottom pocket with

diamond flap

Normal slant double
besom bottom pocket with
diamond flap and button

Normal slant double
besom bottom pocket
with zipper

very slant single besom
low pocket

very slant low pocket
with diamond flap

very slant low pocket
with diamond flap with
button and buttonhole

Normal slant double besom
bottom pocket with zipper
and normal slant double besom
zipper ticket pocket

Normal slant single
besom lower pocket

very slant low pocket
very slant double besom

with button and tab low pocket

very slant double besom low
pocket with pointed tab and

button&buttonhole

very slant double besom
low pocket with square
tab and button&buttonhole

very slant low pocket
with very slant ticket pocket

very slant low pocket
with very slant double
besom ticket pocket

very slant double
besom low pocket

very slant double besom
low pocket with round
tab and button&buttonhole

very slanted lower pocket very slanted lower pocket, 

with very slanted ticket pocket
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C-02C3 C-02C4 C-02C5

C-02C6 C-02C7 C-02C8

C-02C9 C-02E6 C-02J1

C-02U1 C-02U2 C-02U3

C-02K3 C-02K4 C-02Y1

C-02Y2 C-02Y3 C-02Y4

very slanted lower pocket, 
with very slanted double
ticket pocket

very slanted lower pocket
with diamond flap

very slanted lower pocket
with diamond flap, 

button and buttonhole

Patch pockets with pointed
 tab and button

Patch pockets with
square tab and button

Patch pockets with
round tab and button

very slanted double
besom lower pocket

very slanted double besom
lower pocket with loop
and button

very slanted double besom
lower pocket with pointed tab,

button and buttonhole

Patch pockets with
double pleats

Patch pocket with single pleat
Patch with diamound flap

very slanted double besom
lower pocket with square tab,
button and buttonhole

very slanted double
besom lower pocket with
rounded tab, button
and buttonhole

Patch pockets Patch with diamound
flap and button

Patch single pleat with flap Patch single pleat 
with flap and button
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C-02K5

C-02Y6

C-02L0 C-02L2

C-02Y7 C-02Y8

C-02Y9 C-02L4

C-02M8 C-02K7 C-02K8

C-02M9 C-02K9 C-02M5

C-02M6 C-02M7 C-02T1C-02K0

Patch single pleat with

 diamound flap

Bottom Patch bellow
out square corner and
flap pkt without button
and buttonhole

Patch pockets with flap Normal slant patch
bottom pocket

slant right patch

lower pocket with flap
slant patch lower pocket
with one pleat

Patch pocket with flap

and pointed tab and button

Patch pocket with flap
and square tab and button

Patch pocket with flap
and round tab and button

Normal slant patch
double pleat below pocket

slant patch lower pocket
with one pleat and flap

Normal slant patch bottom
pocket with pointed
tab and button

Patch pocket with flap
and button

Patch single pleat

with diamound flap and button

Curved patch lower pocket Normal slant patch bottom
pocket with square tab and button

Normal slant patch bottom

pocket with round tab and button

very slant patch low pocket
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C-02T2 C-02T3 C-02T4

C-02T5 C-02T6 C-02S0

C-0230 C-0267
C-02J0

C-02L3 C-02E1

C-02E8 C-02E7

C-0268

C-02L5

C-02A6 C-02N6 C-0209

very slant patch
double pleats low pocket

very slant patch
single pleat pocket

very slant patch low
pocket with pointed tab
and button&buttonhole

Patch pocket with 1.0cm

contrast fabric on the edge

Patch pocket with 1.2cm
contrast fabric on the edge

double pleat with point
flap/ button and buttonhole
below pocket

very slant patch low pocket

with square tab and
button&buttonhole

very slant patch low
pocket with round tab

and button&buttonhole

Without the lower pocket,

front waist stanza 5 cm in
segmentation (a province seam, 
province seam extends to

split location)

1.0cm customer appointed

fabric edge on opening
of lower patch pocket

1.2cm customer appointed
fabric edge on opening
of lower patch pocket

single pleat with patch
and point flap w/button
and buttonhole both chest
 pocket

double besom lower pocket
lower besom width 1.0cm
upper besom 0.5cm

2.5CM welt below pocket Ship shape patch pocket Normal slant double besom
bottom pocket with traperzoid
flap ,normal double besom ticket
pocket with traperzoid flap

normal slant besom
below pocket with front

arc flap

Normal right lower pocket
with normal left double
besom lower pocket
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C-0221 C-0227 C-023A

C-023B C-023C C-023D

C-023E
C-023G C-023H

双开线加鱼形袋盖下口袋

(前宽6.2cm,后宽4.3cm)

C-023J

双开线下口袋下部压装饰明

贴明线

C-023K

正常单开线下口袋四周一圈

压明贴袋式装饰明线

C-023N

C-023Q C-0257 C-0258

C-026D C-026H C-026J

Normal double besom lower
pocket triangle button
and buttonhole

double besom lower pocket
triangle button and
buttonhole(triangle hight
6cm and width 10cm)

Normal double besom
lower pocket with
trapezoid right-angle
flap ( former 4 cm wide,
back 6 cm wide)

double besom lower pocket
with right-angle flap
(flap front part align
with the chest pleat,left
some distance with
 the besom front )

Normal slant double
besom bottom pocket with
 right angle flap,customer
appointed patch fabric

double besom lower pockets-
 upper besom width of1.5cm
 and lower besom is 0.5cm
( make the besom with non

-woven interlining )

The front bottom pkt
mouth made transverse
segmentation,made single
besom pkt below the
segmentation

Normal single welt lower pocket,

line pressure surrounding
the Ming put pocket open wire
(on both sides of the mouth
and open wire from the
pocket edge 1.5 CM)

Normal slant double besom
 lower pocket, customer
 appointed upper besom

Normal double besom lower
pocket add trapezoidal rounded
bag cover (after the former 4 cm

 wide, 6 cm wide)

Under the double besom
adding fish bag cover
pocket (before 5.7 cm wide,
 3.8 cm wide)

2.0cm welt lower pocekt 3.5cm width single

besom bottom pkt

1.5cm single welt lower pocket
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C-026N C-026P C-026Q

C-026R C-02A7 C-02A8

C-02A9 C-02AB C-02AC

C-02AF C-02BC C-02D0

C-02E0 C-02E2 C-02E3

C-02E4 C-02E9 C-02EC

2.0 single-open offline pockets
(1.0cm for lower stitching),
with customer specified
materials for stitching

Normal slant lower pocket
with normal double besom
ticket pocket

slant bottom pocket
with slant double ticket pockt

patch under vertical square
 pocket add hexagonal bag
cover lock pin buckle

2.5cm width big slant
single besom bottom pkt

Normal slant left besom
 pocket, no right pocket

Normal slanted lower pocket
with slanted left&
right ticket pocket

normal slant lower pocket
and normal left slant
ticket pocket

Normal slant bottom pkt
with button and buttonhole

2.5cm customer appointed
fabric edge on opening
of lower patch pocket-

Normal patched pocket,
0.5cm appointed arch contrast
on the middle of pocket

3.0cm single-open off-line pocket
(open the open line with
0.6cm open-top pressure,
press the 0.15cm open
line around the pocket first)

3.0cm single-open
off-line pocket

Normal right slant pocket
plus normal right slant pocket

Normal right oblique lower
 pocket with rhombic bag
cover keyhole button

Pocket with square dark
plaited surface (2.0cm

open line of pocket mouth
pressure)

Pasted with single-fold pocket
 with 0.3cm rope welt
clamped in the mouth of the bag

Put down the pocket on
the right side, and put

1.0cm wide materials at

2.5cm below the mouth of the bag
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C-02ED C-02EF C-02EH

C-02EK C-02J8 C-02J9

C-02JE C-02JC C-02JE

C-02JF C-02K1 C-02KA

C-02KB C-02LA
C-02LC

C-02LD C-02LH C-02LK

Patch pocket with extender
shape appointed material
in front

patch stereometric square
lower pocket (0.15 stiching
sewn on the body part)

patch stere square lower
pocket with box pleat
and round flap

Patch tidimensonal square
single pleat lower pocket
with square flap

Normal double patch bottom pkt
(overlap both on the body part,

the width of the inside pkt is 2cm
smaller than outside pkt, while 2.5cm

higher than the outside pkt)

Normal patch left bottom pkt
and normal double patch right
bottom pkt (overlap both
on the body part,the width of
the inside pkt is 2cm smaller
than outside pkt, while 2.5cm
 higher than the outside pkt)

Make dark folds at 2.5cm
 below the mouth of the bag

Put 1cm knots at both ends
of the dark folds, and fix

the 0.15cm clear line around
the bag onto the body

Under normal patch decorative

pocket (under the patch mouth

do double line bag cover really
pocket), patch pocket after hot

net pressure around 0.15 CM
open wire fixed on big

Normal y-shaped pocket splicing,

Bead edge 0.15cm around 
pocket mouth and patch pocket

Patch single pleat bottom
pkt with pointed flap back

 pocket

The bottom pocket of the

square with a clear surface

Bright affixed solid square
under the pocket plus bag
cover keyhole button

Patch double pleat pocket
with diamond flap and button

Patch box pleat pocket
with diamond flap and
 button

patch stereometric square
 lower pocket with flap
and button

Attach the pocket
keyhole button normally

Attach the pocket with
single fold, add the
tip button and trip button

Add normal left double
bottom pocket (1 size smaller
on the inside side than on
the outside side and 2.5cm

gap between the two sides)



Patch box pleat lower pocket with flap

Patch single pleat lower pocket, 
pocket opening splicing 3.0cm

Patch flat pocket with round corner 
and single fold with diamond flap

lower pocket flap style:Lower pocket 

with U shape 1cm splicing, the inner 2cm 

with body fabric splicing, and the 1cm splicing 

and innest splicing fabric appointed with bias cut

02JK
02KC

02LM

02YG

03BK 08KM

lower square patch pocket with single 
pleat & diamond flap ( 1.5cm top stitching 
on flap )

Normal lower pocket, upper besom 
using appointed material -
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C-02N8 C-02RE C-02SA

C-02SC C-02SD C-02YE

Normal helical double
 open offline button pocket
add pointed loop lock screw

type button (24 l)

double besom slant lower
pocket, single besom width
0.7cm(make 0.8cm stiching
and triangle shape
at the two ends )

Horizontal partitioning
of front waist stanza 5 CM
(province seam, province
seam extends to split location),
split seam under 5 CM do the
offline in a double pocket
(pocket positioning front see dart 1.5 CM do)

Horizontal partitioning 
of front waist stanza 5 CM

(province seam, province seam
extends to split location),
split seam under 1.0 5 CM do
single open wide offline pocket
(pocket positioning front
see dart 1.5 CM do)

Attach the bottom pocket
 with the keyhole button
of pointed corner pocket

The front piece was cut
at a level of 5cm under the
lumbar node, and the slit was
cut at a level of 5cm under the 
suture to make a 1.5cm wide
single-open offline pocket

Lower pockets styles:3.0cm 
welt low pocket

on ticket pocket

Lower pockets styles:standard slanted 
pocket, only upper besom use contrast

Lower pockets styles:Normal patch
 lower pocket,4.5cm contrast with 
0.3cm piping,material customer appointed

Lower pockets styles:Open-pasted 
three-dimensional round corne box pleat pocket at
(with edge-pasting method) with pointed corner 
pocket cover, eye-lock nail buckle

Lower pockets styles:Left&Right 
pocket lower pkt with box pleat, 
pocket flap with square edge

:Lower pocket with U shape splicing, 
the inner bias cut with fabric 
appointed

026S

1.8CM welt pocket, pocket open with 
piping,piping customer specify-

02E4
Patch pockets,pocket opening below 2.5cm 
splicing 1.0cm fabric customer specify-

02LN

02YF 03BH

02KF
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票口袋形式

C-0270 C-0271 C-027D

C-027B C-027A C-0272

C-0273 C-0274 C-0275

C-0276 C-0277 C-0278

C-0279 C-0280 C-0290

C-027CC-0281 C-0282

Normal ticket pocket Welt pocket left welt ticket pocket

left and right welt
ticket pocket

Double besom Double besom with
flap and button

Double besom with

diamond flap and button

Double besom with tab
and button

Double besom with pointed
tab and button

Double besom with square
tab and button

Double besom with round
tab and button

Patch ticket pocket

Patch ticket pocket with flap Patch ticket pocket with
diamond flap

Patch ticket pocket
with diamond flap and
button

Patch pocket with flap
and button

slant single besom
ticket pocket

Left and right slant single
besam ticket pocket
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C-02R4 C-0283 C-02R5

C-0284 C-0285 C-0286

C-0287 C-0288 C-0289

C-02W1 C-02W2 C-02W3

C-02W4 C-02X9 C-02W5

C-02W6 C-02W7 C-02W8

double slant ticket pocket double slant ticket pocket
with diamond flap

slant double besom ticket
 pocket with flap

double slant ticket pocket
 with tap/button and buttonhole

double slant ticket pocket
with diamond flap,

button and buttonhole

double slant ticket pocket
with button and loop

double slant ticket pocket
with pointed tap/button
 and buttonhole

double slant ticket pocket
with square tap/button
and buttonhole

double slant ticket pocket
with rounded tap/button
and buttonhole

Normal slant patch ticket
pocket

Normal slant patch ticket
pocket with flap

Normal patch ticket pocket
 with diamond flap

Normal slant patch ticket
pocket with diamond flap
and button

Normal slant patch double
pleats ticket pocket with

diamond flap and button

Normal slant patch ticket
pocket with flap and button

very slant single besom
ticket pocket

very slant double besom
ticket pocket

very slant double besom ticket
pocket with diamond flap
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C-02W9 C-02Z1 C-02Z2

C-02Z3 C-02Z4 C-02Z5

C-02Z6 C-02Z7 C-02Z8

C-02Z9 C-02V1 C-02V2

C-02V3 C-02V4 C-02V5

C-02V6 C-02V7 C-02V8

very slant double besom ticket
 pocket with flap

extremely slant double

besom ticket, flap, buttonhole

and button

extremely slant double
besom ticket, diamond flap,
 buttonhole and button

very slant double besom

with button and tab ticket
pocket

very slant double besom
ticket pocket with pointed
tab and button&buttonhole

very slant double besom
ticket pocket with square
tab and button&buttonhole

very slant double besom
pocket with round tab
and button&buttonhole

extremely slant patch
ticket pocket

very slant patch ticket
pocket with flap

very slant patch ticket
pocket with diamond flap

very slant patch ticket
 pocket with diamond flap
button and buttonhole

very slant patch ticket pocket
with flap button

and buttonhole

very slanted besom
ticket pocket

very slanted double besom
 ticket pocket

very slant double beseam
 ticket pocket with diamond
 flap

very slanted double besom
ticket pocket with flap

very slanted double besom
ticket pocket with flap, button
and buttonhole

very slanted double besom
 ticket pocket with diamond
 flap, button and buttonhole
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C-02V9 C-02X1 C-02X2

C-02X6 C-02X7 C-02X8

C-02X3 C-02X4 C-02X5

C-027G C-027F C-027E

C-09P6 C-02R6 C-0208

C-027H C-027J C-027K

very slanted double besom
ticket pocket with loop
 and button

very slanted double besom
ticket pocket with pointed tab, 
button and buttonhole

very slanted double besom
ticket pocket with square
 tab, button and buttonhole

very slanted double besom
 ticket pocket with rounded
tab, button and buttonhole

very slanted patch
 ticket pocket

very slanted patch ticket
 pocket with flap

very slanted patch
ticket pocket with

 diamond flap

very slanted patch ticket
pocket with diamond flap,
button and buttonhole

very slanted patch ticket
pocket with flap,button and
buttonhole

Left normal ticket pocket left doubel besom ticket pocket zip ticket pocket

left and right normal
slant doubel besom ticket

 pocket with flap

slant besom ticket pocket
with front round flap

Normal left ticket pkt
 and right double ticket pkt
right and left ticket pkt
6.5cm higher than the
bottom pkt

No ticket pocket double besom ticket
pocket with diamond flap

left besom pocket with
diamond flap, button
and buttonhole



:standard ticket pocket, only top
 besom use contrast

:normal slanted ticket pocket,
 only top besome use contrast

normal slant double besom zipper ticket pocket02G9

lower pocket flap style:Lower 
pocket with U shape 1cm splicing, 
the inner 2cm with satin splicing, 
and the 1cm splicing and innest splicing 
fabric appointed with bias cut

027W 027V

02AH
02KE

03BJ

02G4

Normal inclined double open 
zipper pocket
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C-027L C-027N C-027R

C-027A C-02R8 C-02RU

C-02VA C-02WA

Right and Left double

besom ticket pkt

1.5cm width single besom
 ticket pkt

ship ticket holder

Double besom Straight sleeve,
real split real buttonhole

C-0920 ticket pocket:button thread color-ticket pocket:customer appointed
C-0947 ticket pocket:button thread color-ticket pocket:match fabirc

Button thread color

left big slant double besam
ticket pocket

Left very slant double besam
 ticket pocket with bag flap

left normal slant double besam
ticket pocket

Ticket pocket:Right and Left 

double besom ticket pkt

027L
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C-0653

C-054T C-054U 

02H1 exterior pockets buttonholes customer appointed color
02H2 Outer pockets buttonhole thread color:exterior pockets buttonholes match fabric

Outer pockets buttonhole thread color

051B All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C7930
051C All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C9949
051D All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C2740
051E All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C9114
051F All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C1172
051G All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C1202
051H All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C9631
051J All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C9623
051K All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C7978
051L All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C7305
051M All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C7201
051N All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C7279
051P All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C8989
051Q All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C8587
051R All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C8501
051S All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C9313
051T All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C2376
051U All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C1257
051V All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C5744
051X All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C5337
051Y All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C5229
051Z All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C5345
053A All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C6935
053B All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C2427
053C All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C3853
053D All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C3993
053E All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C3646
053F All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C3966
053G All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C4300
053H All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C4983
053G All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C4328
053K All the outside of jacket pocket buttonhole with customer appointed thread color C1740

Besom fabric

out below pocket seam with satin

C-0659 besome customer appointed for double besom lower pocket
C-0664 out below pocket seam and bottom with satin
C-0665 out below pocket seam thread and bottom fabrics

appointed by customers-

low pocket besom using customer
appointed fabricsÿoppsiteÿ-

out below pocket seam thread and bottom
fabrics appointed by customers oppsite-

C-072Qf ront lower big pocket’s besom and backing fabric customer appointed - 
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C-0302
C-0301 C-0303

C-0304 C-0305

the craft of the bartack for outer bottom pocket

outter pocket-no bartack outter pocket- I bartack outter pocket- D bartack

outter pocket- point bartack Outside pocket seal with horizontal knot
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C-03K1

C-03K5

C-03K2

Pocket besom cut by yarn direction

besom pocket slant cut Patch single pleat with diamound flap

patch pocket slant cut

lower pocket bartacks color

customer appointed lower pocket bartack color--
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C-0313

 

C-0315

Pocket seal style

Hidden seal stitch
outside pocket flap linning type:

outside pocket flap linning use body linning

Ticket pocket position

0670 5.5cm above lower pocket besom
0676 4.5cm above lower pocket besom
0677 2.5cm above lower pocket besom
0678 6.5cm above lower pocket besom
06K0 patch ticket pkt in middle of blw pkt and

3cm above blw pkt top edge
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C-0314 C-0315

C-0316

C-032A 

Inner pocket flap type

outside pocket flap linning
use match fabric linning

outside pocket flap linning use body linning

Inner flap with fabric

Width of Exterior Lower Coin Pocket-customer appointed

Pocket width

The width of lower pocket flap

03A3 The width of lower pocket flap 4.0cm
03A4 The width of lower pocket flap 4.3cm
03A5 The width of lower pocket flap 4.5cm
03A6 The width of lower pocket flap 4.8cm
03A7 The width of lower pocket flap 5.0cm
03A8 The width of lower pocket flap 5.3cm
03A9 The width of lower pocket flap 5.5cm
03AC Bottom pkt flap 3.5cm width
03C1 The width of lower pocket flap 6.0cm
03C2 The width of lower pocket flap 6.5cm
03C3 The width of lower pocket flap 7.0cm

the width of ticket flap

03B0 5.7cm for ticket widthÿ7.0cm to the besom of low pocket
03B4 3.5cm for ticket widthÿ6.0cm to the besom of low pocket
03B5 ticket pocket flap width 3.8cm, the plit distance between ticket pocket and

below pocket is 6.5cm
03B6 ticket pocket flap width 4.0cm, the plit distance between

ticket pocket and below pocket is 6.5cm
03B7 ticket pocket flap width 4.3cm, the plit distance between

ticket pocket and below pocket is 7.0cm
03B8 4.5cm for ticket width 7.0cm to the besom of low pocket
03B9 4.8cm for ticket width 7.0cm to the besom of low pocket
03BC ticket pkt 5.5cm wide,8cm between ticket pkt to main pkt
03BG  ticket pkt 6.5cm wide,5cm between ticket pkt to main pkt

Ticket flap
C-03B1 Shell fabirc inner Flaps on ticket pocket-customer appointed

C-03B2 the flap and besom of ticket pocket appoined--

ticket pocket besom material

C-0660 besom of ticket use satin
C-0667 besom of ticket and bottom with satin
C-0668 besom of ticket appoined--
C-0669 Customer appointed fabric for ticket pocket besom and bottom-
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C-0320 C-0321 C-0324 C-0325

C-0322 C-0323
C-03B3

No coin pocket Right inner coin pocket Double right inner coin pocket Both sides double innner coin pocket

left inner coin pocket coin pkt in lower pkt The special font for monogram image

Lower pocket flap style

Coin pocket style

C-03A1 Shell Fabric Flaps on Exterior
lower Pockets-customer appointed

C-0319 below pocket flap/besom with
customer appointed fabric

C-03A0 outside(patch)lower pocket use
appointed fabric
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C-04N1 C-04N2C-04N0

C-04N3 C-04M0 C-04M1

C-04M2 C-04M3 C-04M4

C-04V5 C-04V6
C-04V0

Back Vents

No vent Central vent Side vents accordion pleats, double vents accordion pleats, double
vents and vent strap

accordion pleats, with waist
 strap, double vents

Side vents with strap accordion pleats, no vent accordion pleats
, single vent

blind pleat with waist
 strap, no vent

blind pleat with double
vents and waist strap

blind pleat no vent
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C-04V1 C-04V2 C-04V3

C-04T1C-04T0 C-04T2

C-04Y0
C-04T3 C-04Y1

C-04V4C-04Y2 C-04W5

blind pleat with vent blind pleat with double vents blind pleat with double vents
and vent strap

T split back, with double

vents with vent strap
Y split back, no vent Y split back, with vent

T split back, no vent T split back, with vent
T split back, with double vents Y split back, with

 double vents
Y shape splited back with
side vents and back belt

Back w cut without vent
Separate the above garment
pieces with customer specified
materials
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C-04W1C-04W0C-04W6

C-04H0C-04W3C-04W2

C-04H2 C-04H3C-04H1

C-04X1 C-04X2C-04X0

Back w split double vent
Separate the above garment
pieces with customer specified
materials

W split back, no vent W split back, with vent

W split back, with double vents W split back, with double
 vents and vent strap

back with waist strap, 
no vent

back with waist strap,
single vent

back with waist strap,
 double vents

back with waist strap
double vents with vent
strap

back with pleat, 
waist strap no vent

back with pleat, 
waist strap and single vent

back with pleat, waist strap
 and double vents



back vent style:Back W shape slit, 
with waist strap(slit seam to waist 
strap add double blind pleat), 
Central vent

back vent style:Back with Y shape 
cut+waist tab+both side with two darts, 

with center vent

04NT 04V7

04XS

04XT

04XZ 04Y5

Side vents, back panel bottom 
2.0cm lower than side ones

back with hidden pleat, waist 
belt and center back vent

Side vents with buttons & buttonholes 
at both sides ( buttons/buttonholes are 
8cm below vent top, through all layers, 
only workable for side vents ) 

2.0cm wide ( ribbon ) tape attached 
along slits of side panels in side vents 

styles, ribbon customer appointed - 



C-04X4 C-04M5C-04X3

C-04N4

C-04N5

back with pleat, waist
 strap and double vents, 
vent strap

Back T shape split,pleated 
with waist tab, double vents
 with strap

accordion pleats, with
waist strap, single vent

back waist tab fabric

C-04X7 Back belt-customer appointed
C-04X9 Back belt-customer use satins

Back Vents adjustments

C-04K1 shorten back vent by 2cm
C-04K2 shorten back vent by 4cm
C-04K3 shorten back vent by 6cm
C-04K7 short back vents 8.0
C-04K8 shorten back vent by 10cm
C-04K0 shorten back vent by 12cm
C-04K9 short back vents 14.0cm
C-04L1 shorten back vent by 16cm
C-04L2 shorten back vent by 18cm
C-04K4 lengthen back vent by 2cm
C-04K5 lengthen back vent by 4cm
C-04K6 lengthen back vent by 6cm
C-04KA Length back vent 3cm

Back vent strap

C-0412 enlarge back vent strape by 2cm

Back vent seam

Clear up extra cloth on vents
Don't clear up extra cloth on vents

back vent style:accordion 
pleats,with waist strap, 
no vent

back vent style:French 
dart from armhole to 
bottom of back

04F1 04MA 04NL

Back T-shape split, double vents 
with strap, T-shape split using 
appointed fabric - 



C-05C1
C-05C2

C-0415 C-0416

C-05C3 C-05C4

C-05C5 C-05C6

Lining Style

Full Lining/Round Bottom Full Lining/ Reduce 0.6cm Round Bottom

Full Lining/ Reduce 2cm round bottom Full Lining/ Reduce 3cm Round Bottom

Full Lining/ Add 0.6cm Round Bottom Full Lining/ Add 1.2cm Round Bottom

Full Lining/ Straight Bottom Full Lining/ Big Round Bottom



Full Lining/ Double Row Fillet Hem Bottom
inseam add 0.6cm round bottom
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C-05C9

C-05M1 C-05M2 C-05M3

C-05M4C-05M5

C-05C8

C-05C8

1/2 lining, pick stich on lining 
Inseam/ Reduce 0.6cm Round Bottom

1/2 lining, pick stich on lining inseam
add 0.6cm Round bottom

1/2 lining, pick stich on lining 

1/2 lining, pick stich on lining
Inseam/ normal round bottom

1/2 lining, pick stich on lining
Inseam/ Large round bottom

1/2 lining, pick stitch on lining

Inseam/ Normal straight bottom
Full Lining/ Double Row Fillet Hem Bottom
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C-05M8

C-05M9 C-05P1 C-05P2

C-05P3C-05P4
C-05P7

C-05M7
1/2 lining, pick stitch on lining

Inseam/Double Row Fillet Hem Bottom

1/2 lining, piping on lining

Inseam/ reduce 0.6cm round bottom

1/2 lining, piping on lining

Normal round bottom

1/2 lining, pick stitch on lining
Inseam/ large round bottom

1/2 lining, piping on lining

Inseam/ add 0.6cm round bottom
1/2 lining, piping on lining

Inseam/ add 1.2cm round bottom

1/2 lining, piping on lining
Inseam/ Normal straight bottom 1/3 lining, pick stitch on lining

Inseam/ Normal round bottom
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C-05P9

C-05T2

C-05P8

C-05T1

C-05T3

C-05T8 C-05T9

C-05R21/3 lining, pick stitch on lining 

Inseam/ reduce 0.6cm round bottom

1/3 lining, pick stitch on lining
Inseam/ add 0.6cm round bottom

1/3 lining, pick stitch on lining
Inseam/ Large round bottom

1/3 lining, piping on lining
Inseam/ large round bottom

1/3 lining, pick stitch on lining

Inseam/ add 1.2cm round bottom
1/3 lining, pick stitch on lining
Inseam/ Normal straight bottom

1/3 lining, piping on stitch

Inseam/ add 0.6cm round bottom

1/3 lining, piping on lining

Inseam/ add 1.2cm round bottom



C-05R5

C-05R6
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C-05T6 C-05T7

C-05R1C-05T5C-05R4 C-05V2

1/3 lining, piping on lining 1/3 lining, pick stitch on lining 1/3 lining, piping on lining
Inseam/Double Row Fillet Hem BottomInseam/Double Row Fillet Hem Bottom Inseam/ Normal Straight bottom

1/4 lining, piping on lining 

Inseam/Double Row Fillet Hem Bottom

1/3 lining, piping on lining

Inseam/ Normal round bottom

1/3 lining, piping on lining
Inseam/ reduce 0.6cm round bottom

1/4 lining, pick stitch on lining 
Inseam/ Normal round bottom

1/4 lining, pick stitch on lining 

Inseam/ reduce 0.6cm round bottom
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C-05R7

C-05R8

C-05R9 C-05U1

C-05U3

C-05U4

C-05U5

C-05V3

Inseam/ reduce 0.6cm round bottom

1/4 lining, pick stitch on lining 

1/4 lining, piping on lining

Inseam/ add 0.6cm round bottom

1/4 lining, pick stitch on lining 
Inseam/ add 1.2cm round bottom

No lining, piping on lining

Inseam/ large round BottomInseam/ Normal straight Bottom

Inseam/ Normal round Bottom
1/4 lining, pick stitch on lining 

Inseam/Double Row Fillet Hem Bottom

1/4 lining, pick stitch on lining 1/4 lining, pick stitch on lining 

Inseam/ Normal round Bottom
1/4 lining, piping on lining
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C-05U6

C-05U7

C-05U8 C-05U9

C-05V4

C-05UD C-05CB

C-0417
1/4 lining, piping on lining

Inseam/ add 0.6cm round bottom
1/4 lining, pick stitch on lining 
Inseam/ add 1.2cm round bottom

No Lining/ Piping on lining
Inseam/ small round bottom

Full lining/ small round bottom

1/4 lining, piping on lining
Inseam/ Normal straight bottom

1/4 lining, piping on lining

Inseam/ Large round bottom
1/4 lining, piping on lining

Inseam/ reduce 2cm round bottom

Full lining/ Slanting threshold bottom
Front inner bottom add fabric welt
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C-0418 C-041A

Full Lining/ add 1.5cm round bottom Full lining/ reduce 1.2cm round bottom

Lining and bottom style:1/2 half lining 
(back in 1/4 shape) inside seam wrap 
along strip normal circular hem

Lining and bottom style:1/4 lining\
inside seam with piping \round bottom

Lining and bottom style:No lining, 
inside with pipping, 0.6cm deduce 
round bottom

Lining and bottom style:No lining, 
inside with pipping, 2cm deduce 
round bottom

05MD 05RK

05VD 05VG

1/2 half lining ( 1/4 lining for back 
lining ) / inner seam with piping / 
normal round bottom inside seam with piping \\small round bottom
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C-0702C-0701

C-0703

C-0704 C-0705

C-0707C-0706C-0708

Facing Style

Straight Facing Bend facing Docking Straight Facing Arrow docking Facing

Straight Facing 
Add Stitching small material

Straight Facing 
Add MDR Stitching small material

Large facing(need choose 1/3 lining,
or 1/4 lining or no lining)

45°Slant Faacing
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C-0131 C-0132

C-0133 C-0134

C-0135 C-0136

C-0145 C-0146

45°slanted facing
The frst button is visible

The below is unvisible button(Inseam fixed)

Straight facing and Stitching small material
The frst button is visible

The below is unvisible button(Inseam fixed)

Bend Facing
All buttons are unvisible

(inseam fixed)

Straight facing and Stitching small material
All buttons are unvisible

(inseam fixed)

Docking Straight Facing
All buttons are unvisible

(inseam fixed)

Arrow docking Facing
All buttons are unvisible

(inseam fixed)

Large facing
(need to choose 1/3 lining, 

1/4 lining, or no lining)

45°slanted facing
All buttons are unvisible

(inseam fixed)
All buttons are unvisible

(inseam fixed)



Straight facing
C-0130
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C-0137

C-0139 C-0140

C-0141 C-0142

C-0143 C-0144

The frst button is visible
The below is unvisible button(Inseam fixed)All buttons are unvisible

(inseam fixed)

 add MDR Stitching small material
Straight facing

All buttons are unvisible
(inseam fixed)

Straight facing and Stitching small material
The frst button is visible

Docking Facing

The below is unvisible 
button(Inseam fixed)

Straight facing
The frst button is visible
The below is unvisible 
button(Inseam fixed)

Bend Facing
The frst button is visible

The below is unvisible 
button(Inseam fixed)

Arrow docking straight facing
The frst button is visible
The below is unvisible 
button(Inseam fixed)

(need to choose 1/3 lining, 
1/4 lining, or no lining)

Large facing

The frst button is visible
The below is unvisible 

button(Inseam fixed)
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C-070Z
Bend facing

(Bottom has no steps, no horns) inner facing style:Splice curved face
097H

07F1

(Stand collar) only the left front 
end has 5CM wide joint piece ( joint 
piece should be arc shape under hidden 
placket), 5CM joint piece uses appointed material -



Lning Edge Piping
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C-0852

)

With lining edge piping

06AK  Clip 0.3cm along the strip
0852   Lining side edge clip
0853   Lining side edge clip customer appointed-
0855   No lining side edge clip
0856   Lining side edge clip rope
0866   Large facing side edge clip(when need stitch,ignore this crafts)
0868   Large facing, facing edge clip customer appointed-
0869   Large facing, facing edge clip customer appointed obverse
09P8   facing edge 0.3cm clip customer appointed

Clip Material

C-085D  Clip color match fabric(Select clip position)
C-085E  Clip use Body material(Select clip position)
C-085F  Clip customer appointed (Select clip position)
C-085H  Clip use customer appointed obverse(Select clip position)
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C-0850 C-0851

C-058Z

Pic stitch style

No inner pic stitch Inner pic stitch

C-085A  Inner pic stitch match fabric
C-085L  Inner pic stitch match lining
C-085T Inner pic stitch customer appointed color-
C-085P  Inner pic stitch match inner bag thread color
C-085Q  Inner pic stitch match triangle color

Pic stitch color

Seam Allowance Styles

C-058A  Lap seam on shoulder seam, back center/side seams and sleeve seam
C-058B Lap seams on back center seam and side seams
058T  Lap seam on shoulders

Match Shoulder Seams

stripe matching on shoulder seam(outer 1/3)(manual cutting)



C-0570 C-058D
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C-0571
C-0572

C-0573 C-0584

C-0585 C-0586

0.15cm

0.15cm pic stitch on breast
 pocket and flap onlyno pick stitch

0.15 pick stitch on front

(including lapel),collar,pocket 
flap,chest pocket,sleeve slit edge

not including satin position

Full seam allowance 
with 0.15 narrow pic Stitch

0.15cm pic stitch on lapel only

Narrow pick stitch 0.15cm
 on front edge, collar, pocket flap,
 breast pocket, sleeve outseam,

 shoulder seam and sleeve slit

front, collar, pocket flap,
chest pocket, sleeve back slit,
shoulder,sleeve slit 0.15cm 
stitching without satin part

Narrow pick stitch 0.15cm 
on front edge, collar, pocket flap,

 breast pocket, shoulder seam and sleeve slit

Pic Stitch/ Top Stitch Style
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C-0576

C-057B
C-0577

C-057D
C-0578

C-0588

C-0587

C-0589

out pic.stitch on placket,
collar,pocket flap,chest

 pocket and seam

0.15*0.7cm double pick stitch 
on all edges 0.6cm outside wide 

pic stitch for chest pocket and flaps

front, collar, pocket flap
,chest pocket, sleeve back slit,

shoulder,sleeve slit 0.6cm 
stitching without satin part

Wide pick stitch 0.6cm on all edges
frong(including lapel),
collar,blw pkt,chest pkt 
and sleeve vent 0.6cm 

wide pick stitch(except the satin part)

front, collar, pocket flap,
chest pocket, sleeve back slit,

shoulder,sleeve slit 
0.6 stitching without satin part

front, collar, pocket flap,
chest pocket, shoulder,sleeve slit
 0.6cm stitching without satin part



sleeve outseam,sleeve slit
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C-09U3 C-09U4

C-09U5 C-09U6

C-09U7 C-09U8

C-09U9 C-09T4

front,collar,pocket flap,chest
pocket,sleeve outseam,shoulder,
sleeve slit 0.15 pick stitching

front,collar,pocket flap,
chest pocket,shoulder,sleeve slit
0.15 pick stitching

front,collar,pocket flap,chest pocket,
sleeve slit 0.6 pick stitching front,collar,chest pocket,lower

pocket,sleeve slit 0.6 pick stitching

front,collar,pocket flap,chest pocket,

0.6 pick stitching

front,collar,pocket flap,chest pocket,
sleeve outseam,shoulder seam,sleeve
slit 0.6 pick stitching

front,collar,pocket flap,chest 
pocket,shoulder seam, sleeve slit
0.6 pick stitching

front,collar,pocket flap,chest pocket,
sleeve outseam,shoulder seam
sleeve slit 0.6 pick stitching 



collar, lower pocket flap,chest pkt, sleeve outseam,
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C-058C

C-0581

C-0580

C-0582

C-09T5

C-058X

C-09T1 C-09T2

front,collar,lower pocket,chest pocket
0.6cm top stitching,except satin part.

front,collar,pocket flap,chest pocket
0.6 top stitching except satin part

Double pick stitch 0.15*0.7cm on front(including lapel),

sleeve slit,armhole seam;Narrow pick stitch 0.15cm on
chest dart,center back and side back seam,shoulder seam

0.6cm pick stitch on breast
pocket and flap only

front,collar,pocket flap,
chest pocket 0.6 top stitching

front,collar,lower pocket,
chest pocket 0.6 top stitching

front,collar,pocket flap,chest pocket,
sleeve seam,back center 0.6 top stitching 
except satin part

full seam allowance with 0.6 top stitch
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C-09T3 C-05T0

C-05J5front,collar,pocket flap,chest pocket,
sleeve seam,center back seam 0.6 top stitch

Wide pick stitch 0.15cm on all seams

Elbow patch pick/top 

stitching thread color

elbow patch pick stitch customer appointed color
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C-0593 C-0591

C-09U1 C-09U2

C-0575 C-0592

C-0583 C-0596

Shoulder seam pick stitch style

0.15cm top stitch on shoulder seam 0.6cm top stitch on shoulder seam

0.6cm pick stitch on shoulder seam wide pick stitch 0.6cm on shouler seam

Narrow pick stitch 0.15cm
on shoulder seam

wide pick stitch 0.15cm
 on shouler seam

front,collar,pocket flap,chest pocket,
sleeve slit 0.15 pick stitching

front,collar,pocket flap,chest pocket,
sleeve outseam,sleeve slit 0.15 stitching
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C-059G

Shoulder seam with 0.15*0.7cm double pick stitch
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C-0608 C-05Q7

C-05Q8 C-05Q9

C-05Q0

Front armhole pick stitch style

front&back armhole 0.15cm pick stitch front&back armhole 0.6cm pick stitch

0.15cm top stitch on front&back armhole 0.6cm top stitch on front&back armhole

front armhole 0.15*0.7cm double pick stitch
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C-059E C-059D C-059F

C-05Q1 C-05Q2 C-05Q3

C-05Q6 C-05Q4 C-05Q5

Chest pocket pick stitch style

chest pocket 0.15cm 
wide pick stitch

chest pocket 0.15*0.7cm
double pick stitch

chest pocket 0.15cm
pick stitch

front armhole 0.6cm 
wide pick stitch

front armhole 0.6cm
 top stitch

front armhole 0.15cm
 top stitch

front armhole 0.15cm pick stitch
front armhole 0.15cm 
wide pick stitch

front armhole 0.6cm 
 pick stitch
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C-05H1 C-05H2 C-05H3

C-05H4 C-05H5 C-05H6

Back armhole pick stitch style

back armhole 0.15cm
narrow pick stitch

back armhole 0.15cm
wide pick stitch

back armhole 0.6cm
 pick stitch

back armhole 0.15cm
narrow top stitch

back armhole 0.6cm
top stitch

back armhole 0.15*0.7cm
double pick stitch
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C-05L0 C-05L1 C-05L2

C-05L3 C-05L6 C-05L4

C-05L5 C-05L9 C-05Z0

Collar, front pick stitch style

Collar,front(including lapel) 

no pick stitch
Collar,front(including lapel) Collar,front(including lapel)

0.15cm wide pick stitch 0.15cm pick stitch 
except satin part

0.6cm pick stitch on collar
and front(including lapel)

0.6cm wide pick stitch on
collar&front(including lapel)

0.15cm narrow top stitch on 
collar& front(including lapel)

Collar,front(including lapel)
0.6cm top stitch

Collar,front(including lapel)
0.15cm pick stitch

0.15cm*0.7cm double pick stitch
on collar&front(including lapel)

collar contrast outer pick stitch style
C-05L7  0.15cm pick stitch on collar splice fabric

C-05L8  0.15cm narrow pick stitch on fabric or satin connection position of the collar
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C-05Z1 C-05Z2

C-05Z3 C-05Z4

C-05Z5 C-05Z6

C-05Z7 C-05W6

0.15cm pic stitch on back center seam(to bottom)
0.15cm wide pic stitch on back center seam(to bottom)

0.6cm pic stitch on back center seam(to bottom)

0.15cm top stitch on back center seam(to bottom)

0.6cm top stitch on back center seam(to bottom)
0.6cm wide pic stitch on back center seam(to bottom)

Back center seam(to bottom)
0.15*0.7cm double pic stitch

Back side seam(to bottom)
0.15*0.7cm double pic stitching

Pick stitch on back center seam style
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C-05W1 C-05W2
C-05W3

C-05W4
C-05W5

C-0574 C-0594 C-0579

C-0595 C-0590 C-059H

back inseam(to bottom)
0.15cm pic stitching

back inseam(to bottom)large needle
0.15cm pic stitching back inseam(to bottom)

0.6cm pic stitching

back inseam(to bottom)
0.15cm top stitching

back inseam(to bottom)
0.6cm top stitching

Narrow pick stitch 0.15cm 
on outer sleeve seam to cuff

Wide distance 
narrow pick stitch 
0.15cm on outer 
sleeve seam to cuff

Wide pick stitch 0.6cm 
on outer sleeve seam to cuff

Narrow top stitch 0.15cm
 on outer sleeve seam to cuff

Wide top stitch 0.6cm
 on outer sleeve seam to cuff

Double Pick Stitch 0.15*0.7CM 
On Sleeve Outseam(to stuff)

Back inseam pic stitch style Sleeve outseam pic stitch style
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C-05S1 C-05S2 C-05S3

C-05S4 C-05S5

C-059A

C-059B

C-0597

C-05S6C-059C

breast pocket without
outer pick stitch

breast pocket 0.15cm pick stitch
 except the part of exposed satin

breast pocket with 0.6cm 
wide top stitch

0.6cm pick stitch on chest pkt

chest dart with 
0.15 pic stitch

0.15cm narrow skip
 pick stitch

0.6cm pick stitch on 
front chest dart

front dart with 
0.15cm top stitch

0.6cm top stitch 
on front chest dart

front dart 0.15*0.7CM
double pic stitch

Breast pocket pic stitch style Front chest dart pic stitch style



00K3

breast pocket with 1.0 pic stitch
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C-05D0 C-05D1 C-05D2

C-05D3 C-05D4 C-05D5

C-05D8

no pick stitch on 
the bottom pocket (flap)

0.15cm pick stitch on 
the bottom pocket(flap)

big stitch/0.15cm 
narrow pick stitch
on the bottom pocket (flap)

0.6cm pick stitch
on blw pkt flap

0.15cm narrow
top stitch on 
the bottom pocket (flap)

0.6cm top stitch
on the bottom pocket (flap)

low pocket (flap) 0.15*0.7cm bouble pick stitch

Lower pocket(with flap)pic stitch lower pocket with flap pic stitch style
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C-05X0 C-05X1
C-05X2 C-05X3

C-05X4 C-05X5
C-05X6

sleeve slit without
external pick stitch

sleeve slit 
0.15cm pick stitch

sleeve slit big 
niddle stitch
0.15 narrow external
pick stitch

sleeve slit 0.6cm pick stitch

sleeve slit 0.15cm
narrow top stitch

sleeve slit 0.6cm stitch sleeve slit 0.15*0.7cm
double pick stitch

Sleeve slit pic stitch style
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C-05K4 C-05K5C-05K3

C-05K1 C-05K2C-05K0 C-05K6

back seam without
pic.stitch 0.15cm pic stitching on vent

Large needle,0.15cm pic stitching
                          on vent Back vent:0.15*0.7cm

double pic stitching

0.6cm pic stitching on vent 0.15cm top stitching on vent0.6cm top stitching on vent

Back seam pic stitch style



0.15cm top stitching on vent

C-05K4 C-05K5C-05K3

C-05K1 C-05K2C-05K0
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back seam without
pic.stitch

0.15cm pic 

Pic stiching on back vent

Back vent:0.15*0.7cm 

double pic stitchingstitching on vent
Large needle,0.15cm
 pic stitching on vent

0.6cm pic 
stitching on vent 0.6cm top stitching on vent



C-0601 C-0602

C-0603 C-060A
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C-060N C-0604

Normal shoulder Snubby shoulder

Natural shoulder High shoulder

Naples shoulder Casual Shoulder(Brunello cucinelli)

Shoulder Shape

Shoulder Pad

C-060J No shoulder pad
C-060K Normal shoulder pad
C-060L Shoulder pad customer appointed-
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     C-060B       C-060D

     C-060E
     C-060F

C-0607 C-06W4

Shoulder temporary fixed style

Shoulder temporary fixed by hand

Shoulder epaulet style

shouder,collar,lapel and front
temporary fixed by hand

Pointed shouler epaulet with 
round buttonhole and button Pointed shouler epaulet with button

Round shouler epaulet with
round buttonhole and button

Round shouler epaulet with button



Pick stitch of collar,lapel,front edge

C-06W5

C-06W8 RCMTM

C-057U 

C-05X9
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C-06W6

Pick stitch of collar,lapel,front edge-customer appointed-

C-05J1  Pick stitch on breast pocket match satin

Pick stitch of breast pocket

C-05J2  Pick stitch on lapel and breast pocket match satin
C-05J3  Pick stitch on lapel,collar and breast pocket match satin

Cuff pick stitch/top stitch style

2.0cm top stitch on cuff

Outer pick stitch/top stitch thread color

C-057A  outer pick stitch color:match fabirc
C-057T  outer pick stitch-customer appointed

red linen canvas sample jacket for exhibation

canvas suit sample(with left and right sleeves)

canvas suit sample(with left sleeve only)

Fused canvas suit sample

Half canvas suit sample

Full canvas suit sample

Suit canvas sample



C-0609 C-0610
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C-06A5

C-06A6

C-056U

C-06Z1 C-06Z2

C-06Z3 C-06Z4

Elbow patch style

Round elbow patches Oval elbow patches

Remark: when choose elbow patch, you must appoint the elbow
 shape, otherwise Otherwise we regard it as invalid information

Elbow patch cutting

elbow patch bias cutting

Shoulder patch style

left shoulder arch and movable gusset
right shoulder arch and movable gusset

elbow patch fabric usage

Elbow patch customer appointed-
Elbow patch-opposite customer appointed

left and right arch movable patch Left shoulder arch movable patch 
with button and buttonhole



Front shoulder joint:add the curved patch 
on left and right shoulderÿpatch fabric 
customer appoint 

06ZH
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C-06Z5 C-06Z6

C-06Z7 C-06Z8

C-06Z9 C-06S3

C-06ZC

C-06S5 

Right shoulder arch movable patch
 with button and buttonhole

Left&right shoulder arch movable 
patch with button and buttonhole

Left shoulder fixed gusset 
on the carring gun position

Right shoulder fixed gusset 
on the carring gun position

Left&right shoulder fixed gusset
on the carring gun position

Right shoulder with 
square fixed patch

Left shoulder square rectangular
 patch keyhole, studs

Shoulder patch pick stitch style

C-06S1  Pic stitch on shoulder patch
C-06S2  No pick stitch on shoulder patch

Shoulder patch fabric
Customer appointed 
shoulder patch fabric
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C-0611 C-061C C-0612

C-061D C-061E C-0613

C-0614 C-0615 C-061F

C-061K C-0616 C-062G

Sleeve slit style

Imitation slit
Imitation slit imatition
slant buttonhole

Real slit, real buttonholes

imitation buttonhole

Real slit
real slant buttonhole

Real slit,imitation 
round buttonhole

No slit & no buttonhole

real slit no buttonholeImitation slit
no buttonhole

imitation slit without button

 temporary fixed by hand
(buttons sewn on 
the interior slit)

and buttonhole,cuff 

Real sleeve slit
no button&buttonhole no button and buttonhole

real slit with double sleeve
vents,no buttonhole
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C-06X6 C-062H C-06X7

C-06X8 C-06X9 C-0961

C-0962 C-0963 C-0964

C-0965 C-0966 C-061R

real slit real buttonhole
with double sleeve vents

real slit no buttonhole
with single sleeve vent

real slit real buttonhole
with single sleeve vent

real slit real buttonhole with 
customer appointed double 
finished sleeve vents

real slit no buttonhole
with customer appointed 

single finished sleeve vent

real slit real buttonhole
with customer appointed

single finished sleeve vent

real slit,real slant buttonhole
 with double sleeve vents

real slit,real slant buttonhole

 with single sleeve vent

real slit,no buttonhole 
with customer appointed 

double finifhed sleeve vents

real slit real slant 
buttonhole with customer 

appointed double finifhed sleeve vents

real slit real slant buttonhole
with customer appointed single

 finifhed sleeve vents

real slit no buttonhole
with customer appointed 

double finifhed sleeve vents



06EF 08GV
Real slit ( 7cm long rough edges, 
lining inside should line with shell 
fabric ), real buttonholes ( last one 
is 11cm from unfinished edge ) 

Real slit, real buttonholes ( 4 kissing 
buttons’ buttonhole, no buttons ) 

06WJ
Normal sleeve vents only first and 
second normal keyhole (third and fourth 
keyhole only fastening), sleeve vents 
temporary hand pin fixation (same as back 
slit fixation)
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C-061G C-061H C-061M

C-061N C-061P C-061Q

C-061W
C-02R7 C-02RQ

C-02RS C-02RT C-061J

Pointed sleeve epaulet
 with round buttonhole

Pointed sleeve epaulet
 with button

Square sleeve epaulet
with round buttonhole

Square sleeve epaulet
 with button

Round sleeve epaulet
with round buttonhole

Round sleeve epaulet
with button

no slit no buttonhole, 
3.8 cuff with one big button

real slit real buttonhole
(5 flat buttonholes no buttonÿ

real slit real slant buttonhole
(last buttonhole horizontal)

real slit real buttonhole
(4 flat buttonholes no button)

real slit real buttonhole
(3 flat buttonholes no button)

imitation slit with rough edge
no button and buttonhole
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C-061T C-06R6 C-06XD

C-06XG

Real slit,mitation buttonholes
button sewn on

Real slit,real buttonhole
round slit edge with welt

(sleeve length can't be changed)imitation buttonholes

Real slit with single vent

imatation buttonhole

Imatation slit(round corner)
no buttonhole

Sleeve vent style

C-06B1  sleeve vent use lining
C-06B2  sleeve vent use fabric
C-06B3  sleeve vent use customer appointed fabric-
C-06B5  Sleeve vent use opposite of customer appointed fabric
C-06BV  Sleeve vent use customer appointed elbow patch fabric-

Cuff temporary fixed by hand

C-06B8  cuff temporary fixed by hand

Distance from last sleeve buttonhole to sleeve bottom:

Distance from last sleeve buttonhole to sleeve bottom-1cm

0162

041E
Sleeveless vents without locking 
buttonhole, sleeve upturned 10.2CM
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C-0618 C-061X

C-061Y
C-06B9

C-0619

Cuff style

C-061O

Western hem cuff7.5cm sleeve cuff
Western hem cuff 3.2cm, 
one big button on the hem

trapezoid shape cuff Western hem cuff 6.0cm

0617  3.8cm sleeve cuff

06BR 5.0cm sleeve cuff

06BC Western hem cuff 3.2cm

06BG Western hem cuff 4.5cm

Sleeve buttonhole style

last sleeve buttonhole thread color:customer appointed



06DF

Sleeve tab fabric customer appointed



3rd sleeve buttonhole thread color appointed

C-092B 

C-092D 

C-0921 

C-0922

C-0923

C-092A
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C-092R 

C-08P8 

1

2

3
4

C-08P9

C-08P0 

C-092C 

C-061A

C-061B

5

Cuff fabric

cuff use customer appointed fabric-

Splicing fabric on the cuff 1CM- customer appointed fabric

The first sleeve buttonhole style

1st sleeve buttonhole thread color appointed

The second sleeve buttonhole style

The third sleeve buttonhole style

The fourth sleeve buttonhole style

The fifth sleeve buttonhole style

2nd sleeve buttonhole thread color  appointed

4th sleeve buttonhole thread color appointed

5th sleeve buttonhole thread color appointed

only left 2nd sleeve buttonhole customer appoint color-

Left sleeve second buttonhole style

Left&right last sleeve buttonhole style

only left last sleeve buttonhole customer appoint color
only right last sleeve buttonhole customer appoint color

Sleeve buttonhole size

Sleeve slit seam allowance

the last sleeve buttonhole 0.6cm longer than the others

Trim extra slit corner fabric 

Keep extra slit corner fabric



C-0621 C-0622
C-0623
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C-06A7 C-0629 C-062Y

C-0624 C-0625 C-0626

C-0627 C-0628

1

2

3

4

5

C-06X1

1

2

3

4

5

6

Sleeve button

Four flat buttons Four kissing buttons One 32L sleeve button Three flat buttons Three kissing buttons No button

One small button (24L) Two flat buttons 2 sleeve buttons
button space 3.0cm

Five flat buttons Five kissing buttons Six flat buttons
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C-062Z
C-09X4

C-062W C-0630 C-09X5

C-09X6

C-09X0 C-09X1

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

C-09X2

C-09X9

C-09X7 C-09X8

Six kissing buttons Ten kissing buttons 4 sleeve buttons
button space 0.6cm

button space 0.6cm

2 sleeve buttons 3 sleeve buttons

button space 0.3cm
3 sleeve buttons

button space 0.6cm

Two kissing buttons
button space 0.3cm
2 sleeve buttonsTwo large buttons

10 flat sleeve buttonsbutton space 0.6cm

5 sleeve buttons

button space 0.3cm

5 sleeve buttons

1

2

3

4

5



Sleeve buttons--7 flat sleeve buttons



button space 2.5cmbutton space 0.3cm
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C-067Q C-09X1

7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

C-09X3

C-09XA C-09XB C-09XC

C-09XD C-09XE C-09XG

C-09XH

1

2

3

4

5

C-09XJ C-09XK

7 kissing buttons

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

10 flat buttons
4 sleeve buttons

2 sleeve buttons 4 sleeve buttons, 3 sleeve buttons and no 
distance with each button1.0cm space between

1st and 2nd button

4 sleeve buttons and no 
distance with each button

3 sleeve buttons and no 
distance with each button

5 sleeve buttons and no 
distance with each buttonbutton space 1.5cm

2 sleeve buttons 4 sleeve buttons,1.0cm space 
between 2nd and 3rd buttons

4 kissing buttons,1.0cm space 
between 2nd and 3rd buttons

4 kissing buttons,2.0cm space 
between 2nd and 3rd buttons
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C-06C1

C-06C2 

C-06E9

C-06E0 

C-09Z3

C-09Z4 

C-09Z5

C-09Z6 

C-09Z1

C-099H

1

2

3

4

5

C-0632 C-0633

C-0634 C-0635

C-065C
C-063A

C-0638

C-0639

Rolled sleeve buttons
rolled sleeve buttons

Last sleeve button style
customer appoint last sleeve button-

Left sleeve slit buttonhole thread color
C-08Y8  the thread of left sleeve slit-customer appoint
C-08Y9  the thread of right sleeve slit-customer appoint

Button thread for sleeve vent

customer appoint button thread for sleeve vent
customer appointed last sleeve button thread-
customer appointed 1st sleeve button thread- 
customer appointed 2nd sleeve button thread- 
customer appointed  3rd sleeve button thread- 

customer appointed 4th sleeve button thread- 

Sleeve buttonhole thread

sleeve bottonhole thread match fabric
sleeve buttonhole thread color:customer appointed-

Button style

Nut button Horn button

Pearl button Fabric covered button

button covered with satinFabric covered button:customer appointed-

button-customer appointed

customer appoint the opposite 
side of fabric for button
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C-0650

C-070A

*

Tuxedo style

satin button wrapping using plain satin)

formal tuxedo(satin lapel,satin pocket besome

Tuxedo satin
C-065B  Use plain satin
C-065D  Satin customer appointed-

side panel lining style

side panel lining-customer appointed



C-072D Large pattern loop lining
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C-0724

C-0721 C-0723

C-072M

C-0711 C-0714

C-072E

C-0725

Lining Color

Match Fabric customer appointed color lining

customer appointed front lining

C-0715Lining-opposite of customer appointed

(No seams in the back lining)
Only apply to full lining

Sleeve Lining

Match Fabric Sleeve lining with white stripes
( undertint or easy transparent white fabric

 use the match color lining fabric)

sleeve lining-customer appointed

DIY sleeve lining customer appointed

sleeve lining- opposite of customer appointed



Round lining sweat pad
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C-0742C-074G C-0745

C-0746 C-0747

C-0748 C-0749

C-0751

C-0750

C-0753 C-0754 C-0752

Sweat Pad Style

No sweat pad small triangle lining 
sweat pad

Round fabric sweat pad 
with pick stitch

Round fabric sweat pad U Shape lining sweat pad
 with pick stitch

U shape fabric sweat 

pad with pick stitch

Round fabric sweat pad 
with pick stitch

Round fabric sweat pad
 with lining piping U shape lining sweat pad

U shape fabric sweat pad 
with lining piping U shape fabric sweat pad



C-075U U sweat pad, with outer piping, customer appointed piping
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C-0756

C-074P

U Shape lining sweat pad
with lining piping (L:11.5cm W:6.5cm)

Sweat pad requirement

Right sweat pat with 
one large and one small button

C-0757 the appointed color of U sweat pad
C-0758 the appointed color of round sweat pad

C-074V Round sweat pad, with outer piping, customer appointed piping



Normal inner pockets

Inner Pocket Style 
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C-0801 C-0802

C-0803 C-0804

C-0805 C-0806

C-0807 C-0808

(regular left pocket, Double Besom
 W/Triangle Flap & Button right pocket, 

right pocket with space, regular pen pocket,
 left lower card pocket)

MP3 pocket 
(regular left pocket, Double Besom 
W/Triangle Flap & Button right pocket, 

right pocket with space, 
regular pen pocket,

 left lower card pocket MP3 pocket)

fashion inner pocket
( regular left pocket, Double Besom 

W/Triangle Flap & Button right pocket, 
right pocket with space,left phone pocket ,

right and left card pocket)

Simple pockets 
(regular left pocket, Double Besom 

W/Triangle Flap & Button right pocket,
 right pocket with space)

patch inner breast pocket
(left and right)

no inner pocket

inside pockets A
ÿDouble Besom W/Loop & Button 
left inside pocket, Double Besom 

W/Loop & Button right insider pocket,
 regular pen pocket, left lower card pocket, 

right pocket with space)

inside pockets B
ÿDouble Besom W/Triangle Loop

 & Button left inside pocket, Double Besom 
W/Triangle Loop & Button right insider pocket,

 regular pen pocket, left lower card pocket,

 right pocket with space)



& Button left pocket, 

C-080B C-080C

C-0809 C-080A
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C-080D

C-080F

C-080E

C-080G

inside pockets C(Double Besom 
W/ Tab & Button left pocket, Double Besom

 W/ Tab & Button right pocket,
 regular pen pocket, left lower 

card pocket, right pocket with space)

Inner pocket D (Double Besom W/ Tab 

Double Besom W/ Tab & Button right pocket,
 drop pen pocket, left lower 

card pocket, right pocket with space

:fashion inner pocket( regular left pocket, 
Double Besom W/Triangle 
Flap & Button right pocket, 

right pocket with space,
left phone pocket ,right and left card pocket)

inside pockets F(Double Besom W/Loop
 & Button left inside pocket,

 Double Besom W/Loop & Button right insider 
pocket, right pocket with space, 

right cell pocket, regular pen pocket
, left lower card pocket)

inside pockets G(Double Besom
 W/Triangle Loop & Button left inside pocket, 
Double Besom W/Triangle Loop & Button right
 insider pocket, right pocket with space,

 right cell pocket, regular pen pocket,
 left lower card pocket)

inside pockets H(Double Besom
W/ Tab & Button left pocket, Double Besom 

W/ Tab & Button right pocket, 
right cell pocket, regular pen pocket,

 left lower card pocket, right pocket with space)

inside pocket J(Double Besom 
W/ Tab & Button left pocket,

 Double Besom W/ Tab & Button right pocket,
 right pocket with space,

 right cell pocket, drop shape pen pocket,
 left lower card pocket)

inside pocket K(Double Besom 
W/Loop & Button left inside pocket,

 Double Besom W/Loop & Button right
 insider pocket, right pocket with space, 

regular pen pocket, left lower card pocket, MP3 pocket)



C-080MC-080H C-080J
C-080N

C-080P
C-080Q
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C-080K

C-080L

inside pocket L(Double Besom 
W/Triangle Loop & Button left inside pocket,
 Double Besom W/Triangle Loop & Button 

right insider pocketÿ right pocket 
with space, regular pen pocket,

 left lower card pocket, MP3 pocket)

inside pocketM(Double Besom 
W/Loop & Button left inside pocket,)

 Double Besom W/Loop & Button right 
insider pocket, right pocket with space, 

drop shape pen pocket, left lower
 card pocket, MP3 pocket

inside pocketN(Double Besom
W/ Tab & Button left pocket,

 Double Besom W/ Tab & Button right pocket,
right pocket with space, left lower 

card pocket, drop shape pen pocket, 
MP3 pocket)

inside pocket P(regular left inside pocket,
 Double Besom W/Triangle Flap & Button 

right pocket, no space pocket, 
regular pen pocket, left lower card pocket,

 right cell pocket)

inside pocket Q(Double Besom 
W/Loop & Button left inside pocket, 

Double Besom W/Loop & Button right 
insider pocket, no space pocket,

 right cell pocket, regular pen pocket,
 left lower card pocket)

inside pocket R(Double Besom 
W/Triangle Loop & Button left inside pocket,

 Double Besom W/Triangle Loop & Button right 
insider pocket, no space pocket, 

right cell pocket, regular pen pocket, 
left lower card pocket)

inside pocket S(regular left inside pocket,
 Double Besom W/Triangle Flap & Button

 right pocket, no space pocket,
 right cell pocket, regular pen pocket,

 left lower card pocket)

inside pocket T(Double Besom 
W/Triangle Loop & Button left inside pocket,
 Double Besom W/Triangle Loop & Button 

right insider pocket, no space pocket,
 drop shape pen pocket, right cell pocket,

 left lower card pocket)
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C-080S

C-080T

C-080R

C-080Y

C-080X

Inside Pocket U(Double besom with tab&button, 
left pocket, double besom with tab&button 
right pocket, no space pocket, right phone
 pocket, left lower card pocket)

Inside Pocket V(Double besom with 
tab&button left pocket, double besom 
with tab&button, right pocket, left 
phone pocket, right phone pocket,
right pocket with space, left right
lower card pocket)

Inside pocket W(Double Besom With Loop
 & Button left inside pocket, Double 
Besom With Loop & Button right insider 
pocket, left cell pocket, right cell 
pocket, left/right lower card pocket)

Inside pocket combination(left inner 
pocket with tip button loops,right 
inner pocket with tip button loops,
no space pocket,left cellphone pocket,
MP3 pocket,left&right bottom name card 
pocket,normal right pen pocket)

Inside pocket combination(normal 
left inner pocket,right inner pocket 
withbutton&trangle,no space pocket,right p
hone pocket,MP3 pocket,left bottom name 
card pocket,drop shape left pen pocket)

Inside bag Y(triangular buckle nose nail button 
left inside bag, triangular buckle nose nail 
button right inside bag, right upper pocket, 
water drop pen bag, left lower business card 
bag,MP3 bag)
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C-0811C-0810 C-081A

C-081B

C-0813C-0812 C-0815C-0814

C-08Z3

C-0816 C-0817

C-08L1 C-08L2C-0818

No left inner pocket Standard left inner pocket With square flap With diamond flap

Left inner pocket with 
button and opposite triangle

Left inner pocket
with button&triangle

Left inner pocket
with loop & button

Triangle loop & 
button+buttonhole

Standard inner pocket

with loop& button on flap

Left inner patch pocket Left inner pocket with 
point tab & button

Left inner pocket with zipper Standard left inner
pocket with button

Square tab with button

Left Inner Pocket
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C-08L5

C-08L6
C-08L7

C-08L8

C-08L9 C-08Z1 C-08Z2

C-08L3 C-08L4

C-081H

Round tab with button Left triangle inner pocket standard left inner pocket with 
dimond flap,flap with button and buttonhol

Standard left inner pocket with 
standard flap,flap with button 
& buttonhole

left patch inner breast 
pocket with button&buttonhole

Patch with tab and button

Left patch inner pocket 
with square tab & button

:left patch inner breast pocket 
with round tab and button

Left patch breast pocketwith 
normal flap,button and buttonhole

standard single besom left inner pocket



C-0821C-0820
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C-082A C-082B

C-0822 C-0823 C-0825C-0824

C-08R7 C-0826 C-0827 C-0828

C-08R1 C-08R2 C-08R3 C-08R4

Right Inner Pocket

No right inner pocket Standard right inner pocket Standard right inner 
pocket with squre flap

Standard right inner 
pocket with diamond flap

right inner pocket 

with button and opposite triangle
Right pocket with 

Triangle buttonhole&button

Right inner 
pocket with
loop&button

Triangle loop
& button+buttonhole

Right pocket with 
standard flap and
buttons & loop

Right inner 
patch pocket

Right inner breasted 
pocket with point tab 
and button through

right inside pocket 
with zipper

Normal inner right pocket 
with button and buttonhole

Square tab with button Round tab with button Right inner breast 
pocket with triangle 
tab
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C-08R5

C-08R6
C-09L2 C-09L3

C-09L4

C-09L5

C-09L6

C-082H

Normal inner right pocket 
with diamond flap,button 
and buttonhole

Normal inner right pocket 
with normal flap,button 
and buttonhole

Right patch inner breast Right patch inner 
breast pocket with 
tab and button

pocket with button 
and buttonhole

Right patch inner 
breast pocket with 
sauqre tab and button

Right patch inner breast 
pocket with round tab and button

Right patch breast pocket
with normal flap,button 
and buttonhole

Standard single 
besom right 
inner pocket
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C-0731

C-0733

C-0732

C-0734

Inner pocket besom by lining

Inner pocket besom

Inner pocket besom by fabric

Inner pocket besom by customer appointed fabric

Inside pockets besom/curtain using special fabric
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C-0831 C-0832

C-0833

C-0740 Inner pocket fabric-customer appointed

074H Inner pocket with lining, top stitching on edge

Inner Pocket Fabric

C-086X Inner pocket loop by fabric

Inner pocket loop fabrics

C-086U Inside pocket buton tab with jacket lining

Inner pocket button tab fabric

C-086V Inside pocket buton tab with jacket fabric

C-08A1 Tab fabric of inner pocket-customer appointed

C-08A2 Inside pocket flap use fabric

Inside pocket flap fabric

C-08A3 Inside pocket flap customer appointed fabric
C-08A4 Inner pocket flap with fabric, body lining edge piping

C-08A5 Inner pocket triangle fabric:On the right waist position

C-08A6 Inner pocket triangle fabric:Triangle fabric of inner pocket-customer appointed

C-086Y Inner pocket trangle material:Inside pocket trangle use fabric

C-086Z Inner pocket trangle material:Inner pocket tab with lining

C-08A0 Envelop of inner breast pocket made in the reverse side of customer appointed material-

Inner Pocket Triangle Fabric

Space in right inner pocket

Space Pocket

Left inner pocket with space,no right one

Left and right inner pocket with space C-0834 Space on top:No space in right pocket
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C-0840 C-0841

-

C-0842

C-0843 C-084F

6cm 3cm

口袋深度为

C-084H

C-084U C-08U7 C-08UD

No left pen pocket Standard left pen pocket

Water drop left pen pocket

Water drop lef pen pocket 
appointed fabric

Left phone pocket Left double pen pocket

left phone pocket with pointed 
tab with button and buttonhole

Pen pocket on left
3cm above inner pocket

standard single besom 
left pen pocket

Left pen pocket/Left phone pocket style
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C-08U2 C-084C C-084D

-

C-084G C-0844 C-08U3

C-084M

C-09P5 

Right pen pocket/right phone pocket style

No right pen pocket Standard right pen pocket Water drop right pen pocket
appoint fabrics

Water drop ritht pen pocket Right phone pocket Phone pocket with button tab\button 
and buttonhole

Pen pocket/phone pocket position

C-08U5 Pen pocket (phone pocket) 2cm distance from inner facing

Phone pocket width

Width of cellphone pocket

C-084Q Besome phone pocket and fabric appointed

C-084W Phone pocket fabric apponited

Phone pocket fabric

Phone pocket lower down 4.0cm

Phone pocket lower
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C-0848 C-0845 C-084J

C-09L8 C-08N1 C-08N4

C-08N7 C-084K

C-08N3 C-08N6 C-08N9

C-0849

Name card pocket

No left name card Left name card pocket Pointed tab and button

left lower big name card 
pocket(25cm width,24cm deepth)

Left lower big name card pocket
(25cm width,24cm deepth)Point tab
(made with fabric) with button and 
buttonhole

Left lower big name 
card pocket(25cm width,
24cm deepth)Round tab
(made with fabric) with 
button and buttonhole

Left lower big name card 
pocket(25cm width,24cm deepth)
Square tab(made with fabric) 
with button and buttonhole

left lower big name card pocket
(25cm width,24cm deepth)Point 
tape(made with fabric) with
button and buttonhole

Left & right name 
card pocket

Left and right big name card pocket
(25cm width,24cm deepth)Point tab
(made with fabric) with button 
through left&right card pockets

left and right big name card 
pocket(25cm width,24cm deepth)
Round tab(made with fabric) 
with button through left&right 
card pockets

Left and right big name 
card pocket(25cm width,24cm 
deepth) with square tab
(made with fabric) 
with button through 
left&right card pockets



Lower left business card bag (9CM opening, 18CM deep)
 with fabric sharp loop keyhole fastener

Lower left card bag (8CM open, 15.5cm deep)

The lower right business card bag (9CM open, 18CM deep) 
with the buttonhole fastener of fabric sharp loop
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C-084N C-084Y

C-09L0 C-09W6

C-09L9 C-0846 C-09L1

C-09L7 C-08N2 C-08N5

left and right big name card pocket
(25cm width,24cm deepth)Point 

tape(made with fabric) with button 
through left&right card pockets

Left and right patch 
( fabric )name card pocket

left lower big name card pocket
(15cm width, 21.5cm deepth)

left double besom name card pocket 
with zipper

no right lower 
name card pocket

right name card pocket Pointed tab and button

Big right name card pocket
(25cm width,24cm depth )

Point tab(made with fabric)
 with button through right 

card pockets
(25cm width,24cm depth)

Round tab(made with fabric)
 with button through right 

card pockets
(25cm width,24cm depth)

Right lower card pocket



Small Inner Body Binding Form
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C-08N8 C-084L

C-084A

C-084B

C-070B

C-09W4

C-09W7

C-08N0

右下大名片袋（开口大

15CM，深21.5CM）

C-084RC-0847 C-084E

Square tab(made with fabric) 
with button through right 

card pockets(25cm width
,24cm depth)

Point tape(made with fabric) 
with button through right 

card pockets
(25cm width,24cm depth)

right double besom
name card pocket with zipper

name card pocket depth 15cm

Name Card Pocket Depth

Name Card Pocket Depth

name card width 11cm

name card pocket width 13cm

MP3 Pocket Style

Left MP3 pocket Right MP3 pocket Left and Right MP3 pocket

The part between front and back fabric 

with 0.5cm piping fabric -customer appointed
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C-0860 C-0861

C-0862
C-0864

C-081D 

C-086D

C-087Z

C-098D

C-098H 

C-086A

C-086C

C-086L

C-086T

Inner Pocket Position

Inside pocket position down 2.0cm

Inner Pocket Depth

inner pocket length 14cm

inner pocket length 15cm

inner pocket length 16cm

inner pocket length 17cm

MP3 Pocket Bartack Color

C-086B mp3 bartack color customer appointed

Inner Pocket Bartack Color

Inner pocket bartack color—match fabric
Inner pocket bartack color—match inner pic thread color
Inner bar tack-match lining
Inner pocket bartack color-customer appointed

Inside Pockets Closed

Inner pocket-no bartack Inner pocket- I shape bartack

Inner pocket- X shape bartack Inner pocket- D shape bartack
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Label Position

C-0870 No brand label
C-0871 brand label 5cm below left pen pocket
C-087M brand label 2cm below left inner breast pocket
C-087L brand label 2cm below left inner breast pocket
C-0875 Brand label is below the left card pocket
C-0876 brand label position is 2cm above the right inner pocket-
C-087S brand label position is 10cm below the right inner pocket(in the middle)
C-08S1 brand label is above the left card pocket
C-08S2 brand label is 2cm above the left inner pocket
C-08S3 brand label position is above the right card pocket
C-08S4 brand label position is below the right card pocket-

Name label position

C-087A No name label
C-0873 2cm above left inner pocket
C-0878 Name label below right inner breasted pocket
C-087B customer name label 2cm above right inner pocket
C-08K1 the embroided position of customer name tag is 10 cm 

below left inside pocket, the characters must be in the middle
C-08K2  Customer name label under left name card pocket
C-08K3 customer name label under left inner pocket
C-08K4 customer name label above right name card pocket
C-08K5 Customer name label below right name card pocket
C-08K7  name label 2 cm above left interior pocketÿnext to sideÿ

087H: No fabric label

Fabric label position

0872: fabric label is 10cm below the right inner pocket
0877: Fabric label position is 5cm below the left pen pocket

(in the middle of 10cm below the inner breasted pocket)
0879: fabric label is 2cm above the right inner pocket
08M3: fabric label position is 2cm above the left inner pocket
087F: fabric label position is above the left card pocket
087G: fabric label position is below the left card pocket
08M1:fabric label is above the right card pocket
08M2:fabric label is below the right card pocket



087U:Care lable in right inner pocket-customer appointed

Name card
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C-0881 C-0882

C-0883 C-0884

C-0885

-

-

C-08K0  

C-0892  

C-09P9 

Customer designate name label

Care label position

087N:no care label
087P:Care label inside left inner pocket
087W:Care lable in left inner pocket-customer appointed
087R:care label on sideseam 5cm under left armhole
087T:care label 5cm under left armhole
087V:Care label inside right inner pocket

088F:the care label printing size label demanded by client

Size Label Place

the order sticker is above 3cm left cuff

Order barcode position

the care label showing client's original ordre No.

Print order number

Silk hanger loop above collar tab

Collar tab style & position

Blank silk collar tab under the collar

Logo above collar Logo below collar 

no collar tab

088A:fabric tip above the collar
088G:fabric tip below the collar
088B:Lining collar tab on the collar
088H:Lining collar tab below the collar
088J:customer request special fabric for 

hanger loop above collar tab
088K:Hanging loop under collar seam 

with customer appointed fabric
0887:Customer suplier hanger loop 

above collar tab
0888:Customer suplier hanger loop 

under collar tab
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C-0890

C-0891

If handmade piping

Hand made piping

Bartack Closed 

Customer appoited label sewing thread color

Stitching label thread color

plain stitch brand label

Label sewing form

handmade stitch brand label

hangtag-customer appointed

Hang tag position

the lining component showing on the care label

Mark lining composition

mark the lining composition on tag-
hang tag and washing label marking lining compositions

between the second and third 

left sleeve label position

button and in the middle of the cuff
No sleeve label

Origin label under collar tab

Origin label position:Origin label on care label

no origin label

Origin label position

Handmade thread Temporary fixation(Double besom)lower pocket Armband



09F2:waist allowance+2.0

Attach customer appointed sticker onto 
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C-0952

C-ZDYJ 

C-09W8

Customer appointed sticker

the hangtag and top-right corner of the outer plastic bag

Hanger

Hanger customer appointed-

Allowance attach interlining

canvas for the sideseam

09E2:waist allowance-2.0

Personal adjust stomach perimeter

09E3:waist allowance-3.0
09E4:waist allowance-4.0
09E5:waist allowance-5.0
09E6:waist allowance-6.0
09E7:waist allowance-7.0
09E8:waist allowance-8.0
09E9:waist allowance-9.0
09E0:waist allowance-10.0

09F3:waist allowance+3.0
09F4:waist allowance+4.0
09F5:waist allowance+5.0
09F6:waist allowance+6.0

09F7:waist allowance+7.0
09F8:waist allowance+8.0
09F9:waist allowance+9.0
09F0:waist allowance+10.0



08H6:mark accessory content in tag, care label
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C-0954

Mark accessory composition

O695:trim component showing on the care label
08H7:mark accessory content in tag

08D1:hang tag with selling price:unit price

Price showing on hand tag

08E1:hang tag with finished garment size

Tag shows dimension

08H1:hang tag printing appointed fabrics No.

Fabric information in the swing tag

08H0:no fabric number on care label
08H8:swing ticket/care label print special fabric number

087Q:care label includes fabric composition

Show the fabric Composition

08H3:print the fabric composition on tag
08H2:hang tag and washing label printing appointed fabrics compositions

0911:half back to bottom add 0.5c

Back width

0912:half back to bottom add 1.0cm
0913:half back to bottom reduce 0.5cm
0914:half back to bottom reduce 1.0cm

0950:rest fabrics return back

Left fabric ship out

0953:Fabric sample(5cm square ) sent with garment

Together with fabric sample

extra button &thread in the reserve pocket

Cuff adjustment

0955::wristband+1.0
0956::wristband+2.0
0957::wristband-1.0
0958::wristband-2.0
095A::wristband-3.0
095B::wristband-4.0

095C::wristband-5.0
095D::wristband-6.0

095E::wristband+3.0
095F:wristband+4.0
095G::wristband+5.0
095H::wristband+6.0
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09P1adjust armhole:armhole higher 0.5cm

Adjust armhole

09P2adjust armhole:armhole lower 0.5cm
09P3adjust armhole:armhole lower 1cm
09P4adjust armhole:armhole lower 1.5cm
09P0adjust armhole:armhole higher 1.0cm

09W9sleeve material:Customer appoint outer sleeve fabric

Sleeve material

0729fabric requirement:horizontal stripe

Fabric requirement

0730fabric requirement:cut fabric flowing along the velvet
0728fabric requirement:cut fabric inverse the velvet

09J1Fabric -opposite customer appointed

09W9sleeve material:Customer appoint outer sleeve fabric
09WAsleeve material:large and small sleeve use back of fabric

Sleeve material
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